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pyGeo

pyGeo is a geometry manipulation framework for multidisciplinary design optimization.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

pyGeo is a package for generating and manipulating geometry, particularly for applications involving shape optimization.
Fig. 1: Manipulation of individual control points on an FFD volume of an airplane

1.1 Background
Shape optimization is a field of engineering that uses applied mathematics and computer simulation to find the best
possible shape for an object, such as an aircraft or a ship. To do this, optimization software needs to perturb a baseline
geometry into a new shape at each iteration. Users define design variables which map numeric inputs from the optimizer
to changes in the geometry.
Examples of geometric design variables include:
• Span, aspect ratio, and sweep in a wing design problem
• Freeboard, deadrise, and beam for a ship design problem
• Blade length, twist distribution, and airfoil shape modes for a wind turbine problem
The set of all geometric design variables and their effects on the baseline geometry is called a parameterization. Parameterizations are not unique, and choosing a good one is both an art and a science.
There are two primary approaches to geometry parameterization: generative and deformative. In pyGeo, we primarily
use a free form deformation (FFD) approach, which belongs to the latter category. This approach does not require the
parameterization of the baseline geometry (as is the case for a generative approach such as CAD) because we only
parameterized the changes with respect to the unperturbed geometry
Some geometries that can be generated by a parameterization are not allowable for physical or other engineering reasons.
For this reason, geometric constraints must often also be imposed (such as a minimum volume inside a car’s cabin, or
a wing thickness).
pyGeo enables users to set up a variety of geometric parameterizations and geometric constraints. It is particularly
useful for gradient-based optimization because it provides accurate derivatives of geometry with respect to the design
variables.
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1.2 Package Description
The package consists of the following high-level modules:
• DVGeometry (short for “Design Variable Geometry”) parameterizes and modifies geometry (pointsets) in shape
optimization problems, using the free-form deformation (FFD) method
• DVGeometryMulti parameterizes multiple geometric components using multiple FFDs and handles design
changes near component intersections
• DVGeometryESP enables CAD-based geometry parameterization using Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP) software
• DVGeometryVSP enables conceptual geometry parameterization using the Vehicle Sketch Pad (OpenVSP) software
• DVConstraints allows users to constrain important geometric parameters during optimization (such as thicknesses and volumes)
• pyGeo generates spline surfaces, either from geometry files or user-defined wing surfaces

4
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CHAPTER

TWO

INSTALLATION

Installation requires a working copy of the pyspline package, which requires a Fortran compiler and is available on
GitHub. Because of this dependency, pyGeo is only supported on Linux. On other platforms, a Docker image that
includes pyGeo and other MDO Lab codes can be used following these instructions.
To install pyGeo, first clone the repo, then go into the root directory and type:
pip install .
The tests require unique dependencies numpy-stl and parameterized. These and additional, generic, testing dependencies can be installed by using:
pip install .[testing]
For stability we recommend cloning or checking out a tagged release.

2.1 pyGeo and ESP
The simplest way to install ESP so that it works with pyGeo is to use the Docker image mentioned above, which will
have pyGeo and ESP both installed. The ESP GUI can then be installed on your local machine for Mac, Windows,
and Linux following the instructions in their README to view ESP models. Our currently supported version is 1.20,
which can be installed from the archive page.
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CHAPTER

THREE

TUTORIALS

In this section, there is a collection of example use cases for pyGeo.

3.1 Getting Started
This page is intended to introduce enough theory and practical advice for a user to set up a simple shape optimization
using DVGeometry.
Let’s say we want to do a structural shape optimization where we want to minimize the weight of a cylindrical pressure
vessel. First, we need to generate a pointset representing the cylinder. Next, we’ll need to set up a geometric parameterization. Finally, we can perturb the geometry like an optimizer would and see the effect on the baseline cylinder
shape.

3.1.1 Generating baseline geometry
Pointsets are collections of three-dimensional points corresponding to some geometric object. Pointsets may represent
lines, curves, triangulated meshes, quadrilateral structured meshes, or any other geometric discretization. The pyGeo
package manages all geometric parameterization in terms of pointsets. pyGeo pointsets are always numpy arrays of
dimension 𝑁points × 3.
Shape optimization begins with a baseline geometry. To keep things simple, we’ll start with a cylinder centered on the
point (0.5, 0.0, 0.0) extending 1.0 units along the z-axis, with a radius of 0.5. The image below shows a simple pointset
on the edge of the cylinder, along with a cylinder surface for reference.
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This pointset was generated using the following code snippet:
from pygeo import DVGeometry
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# create a pointset. pointsets are of shape npts by 3 (the second dim is xyz coordinate)
# we'll generate a cylinder in parametric coordinates
# the circular portion is in the x-y plane
# the depth is along the z axis
t = np.linspace(0, 2 * np.pi, 100)
Xpt = np.zeros([200, 3])
Xpt[:100, 0] = 0.5 * np.cos(t) + 0.5
Xpt[:100, 1] = 0.5 * np.sin(t)
Xpt[:100, 2] = 0.0
Xpt[100:, 0] = 0.5 * np.cos(t) + 0.5
Xpt[100:, 1] = 0.5 * np.sin(t)
Xpt[100:, 2] = 1.0

8
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3.1.2 Creating an FFD volume
We will use the free-form deformation (FFD) approach to parameterize the geometry by creating a DVGeometry object.
The FFD method details are fully described in the paper, but for now it suffices to understand FFD qualitatively. First,
the user creates an FFD volume, defined by a structured grid of control points. FFD volumes can be of arbitrary shape,
but they tend to be rectangular or prismatic in form. They must completely enclose the pointsets to be added. Next, a
pointset is embedded in the FFD volume. Finally, the control points defining the FFD volume can be moved in space.
As the control points move, they stretch and twist the FFD volume as if it were a block of jelly. The points embedded
in the volume move in a consistent way. The image below shows the cylinder we made embedded in a cube-shaped
FFD volume. The FFD control points are depicted with the large red dots and the embedding volume is the blue shaded
region.
Note: The FFD embedding volume is not necessarily coincident with the grid defined by the control points. For
example, they are coincident here (both are the region shaded in blue) but will diverge after the deformation later. The
embedded volume and FFD control points can be viewed in Tecplot using the output from writeTecplot.

pyGeo expects the FFD volume to defined in the Plot3D file format. Points must be defined in a complete, ordered 3D
grid. The structured grid axes are typically referred to as i, j, and k axes because they do not necessarily align with the
x, y, and z spatial axes. There must be at least 2 points in each dimension.
For 3D aerodynamic shape problems where the pointset is a surface, we usually leave one dimension of length 2 and it
serves as the primary perturbation direction (e.g. up and down for an airfoil design problem). The other two directions
(generally streamwise and spanwise) should have more points. Airfoil design problems may have just two points in the
spanwise direction (as pictured here).
The following script creates the DVGeometry object and generates the pictured cube-shaped FFD volume. Depending
on the user’s skill it may be possible to create FFD volumes which conform more closely to the pointset. For a simple

3.1. Getting Started
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wing FFD, createFittedWingFFD can be used to generate an FFD volume that is closely fitted to a given wing
geometry. All other things being equal, a fairly tight-fitting FFD volume is better, but there can be quite a bit of margin
and optimization will still work.
import numpy as np
nffd =
FFDbox
xslice
yupper
ylower

10
= np.zeros((nffd, 2, 2, 3))
= np.zeros(nffd)
= np.zeros(nffd)
= np.zeros(nffd)

xmargin = 0.001
ymargin = 0.02
yu = 0.5
yl = -0.5
# construct the i-j (x-y) plane grid of control points 10 x 2
# we'll copy this along the k (z) axis later to make a cube
for i in range(nffd):
xtemp = i * 1.0 / (nffd - 1.0)
xslice[i] = -1.0 * xmargin + (1 + 2.0 * xmargin) * xtemp
yupper[i] = yu + ymargin
ylower[i] = yl - ymargin
# create the FFD box topology
# 1st dim = plot3d i dimension
# 2nd = plot3d j dimension
# 3rd = plot3d k dimension
# 4th = xyz coordinate dimension
# the result is a three-axis tensor of points in R3
FFDbox[:, 0, 0, 0] = xslice[:].copy()
FFDbox[:, 1, 0, 0] = xslice[:].copy()
# Y
# lower
FFDbox[:, 0, 0, 1] = ylower[:].copy()
# upper
FFDbox[:, 1, 0, 1] = yupper[:].copy()
# copy
FFDbox[:, :, 1, :] = FFDbox[:, :, 0, :].copy()
# Z
FFDbox[:, :, 0, 2] = 0.0
# Z
FFDbox[:, :, 1, 2] = 1.0
# write the result to disk in plot3d format
# the i dimension is on the rows
# j and k are on newlines
# k changes slower than j
# xyz changes slowest of all
f = open("ffdbox.xyz", "w")
f.write("1\n")
# header row with block topology n x 2 x 2
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

f.write(str(nffd) + " 2 2\n")
for ell in range(3):
for k in range(2):
for j in range(2):
for i in range(nffd):
f.write("%.15f " % (FFDbox[i, j, k, ell]))
f.write("\n")
f.close()
Once we have an FFD volume file, we can finally create the actual DVGeometry object that will handle everything.
# The Plot3D file ffdbox.xyz contains the coordinates of the free-form deformation␣
˓→(FFD)volume
# we will be using for this problem. It's a cube with sides of length 1 centered on (0, 0,
˓→0.5).
# The "i" direction of the cube consists of 10 points along the x axis
# The "j" direction of the cube is 2 points up and down (y axis direction)
# The "k" direction of the cube is 2 points into the page (z axis direction)
FFDfile = "ffdbox.xyz"
# initialize the DVGeometry object with the FFD file
DVGeo = DVGeometry(FFDfile)

3.1.3 Adding pointsets
In order to retrieve parameterized pointsets later on, the baseline pointset must first be embedded in the FFD. This is
easily accomplished using the addPointSet method. Note that each pointset gets a name. Pointsets (whether baseline
or deformed) can be written out as a Tecplot file at any time using the writePointSet method.
# add the cylinder pointset to the FFD under the name 'cylinder'
DVGeo.addPointSet(Xpt.copy(), "cylinder")
DVGeo.writePointSet("cylinder", "pointset")

3.1.4 Parameterizing using local shape variables
Now that we have an FFD volume and a pointset, we need to define how we want the optimizer to change and deform
the geometry. We do this by adding design variables. Local design variables allow for fine control of detailed features.
We can add a variable which allows for deforming the cylinder in the y-direction as follows:
# Now that we have pointsets added, we should parameterize the geometry.
# Adding local geometric design to make local modifications to FFD box
# This option will perturb all the control points but only the y (up-down) direction
DVGeo.addLocalDV("shape", lower=-0.5, upper=0.5, axis="y", scale=1.0)

Local design variables represent perturbations to the FFD control points in the specified direction, in absolute units.
For example, setting the array of local design variables to all zeros would produce the baseline FFD shape. Setting one
3.1. Getting Started
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entry in the array to 0.5 would pull a single control point upward by 0.5 units, which stretches the pointset locally near
that control point.
Generally, local design variables are defined in only one direction: the one requiring the finest local control. Largescale changes to the geometry in other axes can be handled well using global design variables, to be addressed later in
this section.
It is important to understand a little about how the design variables are stored internally. For implementation reasons,
the raw array of control points is not in contiguous order. If you need to access a particular control point, you can
obtain its index in the design variable array by invoking the getLocalIndex method, which returns a tensor of indices
addressible in the same i, j, k layout as the FFD file you created.
The following example illustrates the use of the getLocalIndex method in order to pull one slice of FFD control
point coordinates (at k=0, a.k.a z=0) in contiguous order. We can also print out the indices and coordinates of the FFD
control points, which can be helpful for debugging.
# The control points of the FFD are the same as the coordinates of the points in the␣
˓→input file
# but they will be in a jumbled order because of the internal spline representation of␣
˓→the volume.
# Let's put them in a sensible order for plotting.
# the raw array of FFD control points (size n_control_pts x 3)
FFD = DVGeo.FFD.coef
# we can use the getLocalIndex method to put the coefs in contiguous order
# the FFD block has i,j,k directions
# in this problem i is left/right, j is up down, and k is into the page (along the cyl)
# Let's extract a ring of the front-face control points in contiguous order.
# We'll add these as a pointset as well so we can visualize them.
# (Don't worry too much about the details)
FFDptset = np.concatenate(
[
FFD[DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 0, 0]],
FFD[DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[::-1, 1, 0]],
FFD[DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[0, 0, 0]].reshape((1, 3)),
]
).reshape(21, 3)
# Add these control points to the FFD volume. This is only for visualization purposes in␣
˓→this demo.
# Under normal circumstances you don't need to worry about adding the FFD points as a␣
˓→pointset
DVGeo.addPointSet(FFDptset, "ffd")
# Print the indices and coordinates of the FFD points for informational purposes
print("FFD Indices:")
print(DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 0, 0])
print("FFD Coordinates:")
print(FFD[DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 0, 0]])
# Create tecplot output that contains the FFD control points, embedded volume, and␣
˓→pointset
DVGeo.writeTecplot(fileName="undeformed_embedded.dat", solutionTime=1)
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3.1.5 Perturbing local design variables
Now that we have an FFD volume, an embedded pointset, and a set of design variables, we can perturb the geometry.
The following example perturbs the local design variables and illustrates how the cylinder deforms along with the
control points. You can now hopefully appreciate the physical analogy of the control points as pulling on a block of
jelly.
The code snippet below illustrates a few key methods of the public API.
• getValues returns the current design variable values as a dictionary where the keys are the DV names.
• setDesignVars sets the design variables to new values using an input dictionary.
• update recalculates the pointset locations given potentially updated design variable values.
The updated pointset is returned from the method. Pointsets can also be accessed as attributes of DVGeometry as
required.
Note that we are using the getLocalIndex method again to perturb the design variables symmetrically. If we perturb
a control point at 𝑘/𝑧 = 0, we also perturb it by the same amount at 𝑘/𝑧 = 1. Otherwise, the cylinder would become
skewed front-to-back. We are also using getLocalIndex to perturb the top and bottom points differently, and in order.
Optimizers do not really care whether the points are in contiguous order, but as a human it is much easier to comprehend
when addressed this way.
Also note that the dimension of the local design variable is 𝑁points , not 𝑁points × 3. This is because when we defined
the design variable, we chose the y-axis only as the perturbation direction.
# Now let's deform the geometry.
# We want to set the front and rear control points the same so we preserve symmetry␣
˓→along the z axis
# and we ues the getLocalIndex function to accomplish this
lower_front_idx = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 0, 0]
lower_rear_idx = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 0, 1]
upper_front_idx = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 1, 0]
upper_rear_idx = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 1, 1]
currentDV = DVGeo.getValues()["shape"]
newDV = currentDV.copy()
# add a constant offset (upward) to the lower points, plus a linear ramp and a␣
˓→trigonometric local change
# this will shrink the cylinder height-wise and make it wavy
# set the front and back points the same to keep the cylindrical sections square along␣
˓→that axis
for idx in [lower_front_idx, lower_rear_idx]:
const_offset = 0.3 * np.ones(10)
local_perturb = np.cos(np.linspace(0, 4 * np.pi, 10)) / 10 + np.linspace(-0.05, 0.05,
˓→ 10)
newDV[idx] = const_offset + local_perturb
# add a constant offset (downward) to the upper points, plus a linear ramp and a␣
˓→trigonometric local change
# this will shrink the cylinder height-wise and make it wavy
for idx in [upper_front_idx, upper_rear_idx]:
const_offset = -0.3 * np.ones(10)
local_perturb = np.sin(np.linspace(0, 4 * np.pi, 10)) / 20 + np.linspace(0.05, -0.10,
˓→ 10)
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

newDV[idx] = const_offset + local_perturb
# we've created an array with design variable perturbations. Now set the FFD control␣
˓→points with them
# and update the point sets so we can see how they changed
DVGeo.setDesignVars({"shape": newDV.copy()})
Xmod = DVGeo.update("cylinder")
FFDmod = DVGeo.update("ffd")
# Create tecplot output that contains the FFD control points, embedded volume, and␣
˓→pointset
DVGeo.writeTecplot(fileName="deformed_embedded.dat", solutionTime=1)

We can now see the deformed state of the FFD control points and embedding volume. Now, unlike before, the FFD
embedding volume (blue lines and shaded area) is not coincident with the grid defined by the FFD control points (red
circles and lines).

We can also compare the locations of the original and deformed FFD control points as well as the resulting shapes.
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3.1.6 Summary
In this tutorial, you learned the basics of pyGeo’s FFD geometry parameterization capabilities. You now know enough
to set up a basic shape optimization, such as the MACH-Aero tutorial. More advanced topics include global design
variables, applying spatial constraints, and alternative parameterization options (such as ESP or OpenVSP).
The scripts excerpted for this tutorial are located at pygeo/examples/ffd_cylinder/runFFDExample.py and
genFFD.py.

3.2 Advanced FFD Geometry
In the previous tutorial, we learned the basics of the free-form deformation (FFD) method of geometric parameterization. However, we limited the parameterization to perturbing the individual control points. In many applications, we
will need to also allow for large-scale changes to the geometry, such as making an object longer, wider, or curved.
The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce global design variables in the DVGeometry FFD implementation. During
this tutorial, we will use the Cessna 172 airplane wing as our example geometry.

3.2. Advanced FFD Geometry
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Fig. 1: A Cessna 172 in flight (Anna Zvereva, CC-BY)

3.2.1 Generating baseline geometry and FFD volume
We use the spline surfacing tool in pyGeo to generate the Cessna wing geometry from a list of airfoil sections and
coordinates. A full description of the surfacing script is beyond the scope of this tutorial, but the script itself can be
found at examples/c172_wing/c172.py. Using the pyiges package, one of the IGES CAD files can be converted
to a triangulated (.stl) format in order to turn the wing into a pointset.
Next, we need to create an FFD volume that encloses the wing. We want to approximate the wing closely without any
of the wing intersecting the box. Using our knowledge of the wing dimensions, it’s easy to create a closely-conforming
FFD. The example script is located at examples/c172_wing/genFFD.py.
The rendering below shows the FFD volume and the point set for the wing. Note that the FFD control points are not
constrained in the spanwise direction like they were in the cylinder example. We can see that the FFD volume closely
approximates the wing in the top view.
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Starting in the tutorial script examples/c172_wing/c172.py, we first create a DVGeometry object using the FFD
file. Then, we add the wing pointset.
from pygeo import DVGeometry
import numpy as np
from stl import mesh

def create_fresh_dvgeo():
# The Plot3D file ffdbox.xyz contains the coordinates of the free-form deformation␣
˓→(FFD) volume
# The "i" direction of the cube consists of 10 points along the x (streamwise) axis
# The "j" direction of the cube is 2 points up and down (y axis direction)
# The "k" direction of the cube is 8 along the span (z axis direction)
FFDfile = "ffdbox.xyz"
# initialize the DVGeometry object with the FFD file
DVGeo = DVGeometry(FFDfile)
stlmesh = mesh.Mesh.from_file("baseline_wing.stl")
# create a pointset. pointsets are of shape npts by 3 (the second dim is xyz␣
˓→coordinate)
# already have the wing mesh as a triangulated surface (stl file)
# each vertex set is its own pointset, so we actually add three pointsets
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v0, "mesh_v0")
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v1, "mesh_v1")
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v2, "mesh_v2")
return DVGeo, stlmesh

3.2. Advanced FFD Geometry
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3.2.2 Adding local design variables
As in the “Getting Started” tutorial, we will first add local shape control by enabling perturbations of the individual
control points in the thickness direction. In the following example, we perturb a single point in the inner portion of the
wing, and then the entire upper surface at an outboard station.
# Now that we have pointsets added, we should parameterize the geometry.
# Adding local geometric design variables to make local modifications to FFD box
# This option will perturb all the control points but only the y (up-down) direction
DVGeo, stlmesh = create_fresh_dvgeo()
DVGeo.addLocalDV("shape", lower=-0.5, upper=0.5, axis="y", scale=1.0)
# Perturb some local variables and observe the effect on the surface
dvdict = DVGeo.getValues()
dvdict["shape"][DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[:, 1, 5]] += 0.15
dvdict["shape"][DVGeo.getLocalIndex(0)[3, 1, 1]] += 0.15
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvdict)
# write the perturbed wing surface and ffd to output files
stlmesh.vectors[:, 0, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v0")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 1, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v1")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 2, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v2")
stlmesh.save("local_wing.stl")
DVGeo.writeTecplot("local_ffd.dat")

This local perturbation produces the obvious deformation in the following rendering:
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3.2.3 Reference axes and global variables
Local control points are useful, but we often also want to see the effect of large-scale changes to the geometric design.
For example, we may want to twist a propeller blade, or lengthen a car’s wheelbase. To do this, we need to alter many
local control points at once using a mathematical transformation. We call this a global design variable.
Global design variables commonly include the following mathematical transformations:
• Rotation
• Linear stretching or shrinking
• Translation
Rotating a point requires knowing an axis of rotation. Scaling a point requires a reference point. We can define these
for the entire pointset by defining one or more reference axes. A reference axis is defined as a line or curve within the
FFD volume.
You can add a reference axis to your FFD volume by using the addRefAxis method. There are two ways to define
an axis. The first is to define the axis explicitly by providing a pySpline curve (using the curve keyword argument).
This is the recommended approach for non-conventional FFD boxes (e.g. body-fitted sections). The second (and more
commonly-used) method is to specify the direction of the reference axis in terms of the FFD dimensions (i, j, or k),
along with arguments (xFraction, yFraction, zFraction) that specify the relative location of the reference axis
with respect to the maximum and minimum FFD coordinates at every spanwise section along the desired dimension x,
y, or z. Note that by default the reference axis node coordinates are defined using the mean of the sectional FFD points
coordinates, and that the reference axis node cannot be moved outside the section plane.
The following excerpt illustrates how to create a reference axis for this Cessna 172 example. The axis is named c4
because it represents the quarter-chord line (the most useful reference point for aerodynamic analysis and design).
DVGeo, stlmesh = create_fresh_dvgeo()
# add a reference axis named 'c4' to the FFD volume
# it will go in the spanwise (k) direction and be located at the quarter chord line
nrefaxpts = DVGeo.addRefAxis("c4", xFraction=0.25, alignIndex="k")
# note that the number of reference axis points is the same as the number
# of FFD nodes in the alignIndex direction
print("Num ref axis pts: ", str(nrefaxpts), " Num spanwise FFD: 8")
# can write the ref axis geometry to a Tecplot file for visualization
DVGeo.writeRefAxes("local")

The resulting reference axis is shown in blue in this rendering:
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3.2.4 Applying transformations
Now that we have a reference axis, we can alter the geometry globally by either:
• applying transformations about the reference axis (scaling or rotation), or
• moving the control points of the reference axis (translation)
Let’s start with applying a transformation, namely a twist to the wing. We need to define a function that takes in a
design variable value and performs a transformation along the reference axis. The DVGeometry object has an attribute
called rot_z which applies a rotation about the z-axis, and we can define a callback function to access it. It is stored
as a one-dimensional spline, and it has the same number of control points as the reference axis. Indices of the rot_z
control points correspond to the same location as the reference axis at that index. Other transformations include rot_x,
rot_y, scale_x, and so on. This only works “in plane”, i.e. scale_ cannot move the control section and any scaling
operation perpendicular to its plane will be ineffective.
The two arguments to the callback are val (the design variable value, which can be a scalar or an array), and geo
which is always an instance of DVGeometry. Once we have a defined callback function, we can use the addGlobalDV
method to create it as a design variable, as illustrated in the code snippet below. The parameters lower, upper, and
scale are used in the optimization process (more detail can be found in the MACH-Aero tutorial but is not necessary
to understand this tutorial). The optimizer can now apply a twist distribution to the wing.
# global design variable functions are callbacks that take two inputs:
# a design variable value from the optimizer, and
# the DVGeometry object itself
# the rot_z attribute defines rotations about the z axis
(continues on next page)
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# along the ref axis

def twist(val, geo):
for i in range(nrefaxpts):
geo.rot_z["c4"].coef[i] = val[i]

# now create global design variables using the callback functions
# we just defined
DVGeo.addGlobalDV("twist", func=twist, value=np.zeros(nrefaxpts), lower=-10, upper=10,␣
˓→scale=0.05)

The global design variable can be perturbed just like a local design variable, as illustrated in this snippet:
# set a twist distribution from -10 to +20 degrees along the span
dvdict = DVGeo.getValues()
dvdict["twist"] = np.linspace(-10.0, 20.0, nrefaxpts)
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvdict)
# write out the twisted wing and FFD
stlmesh.vectors[:, 0, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v0")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 1, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v1")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 2, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v2")
stlmesh.save("twist_wing.stl")
DVGeo.writeTecplot("twist_ffd.dat")

Applying this twist results in the geometry pictured below. The location of the reference axis (and any points located
close to the reference axis) is not affected by the rotation. This is a general principle of applying transformations: the
reference axis location remains invariant under the transformation.
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3.2.5 Manipulating the reference axis
The second way to alter global geometry is by manipulating the reference axis itself. Recall that the reference axis is
a spline with a number of control points. We can move these control points to produce global mesh motion just like
perturbing local control points produces local motion.
We will demonstrate manipulating the reference axis by creating a sweep design variable. First, we need to define a
callback function that takes in the design variable values and manipulates the axis, as shown in the snippet below. There
are a few new methods to learn. extractCoef gets the array of control point values (in order) from the c4 reference
axis. To sweep the wing, we apply a rotation in the x-z axis about the innermost axis point. The restoreCoef method
sets the new axis position based on the manipulated points.
# sweeping back the wing requires modifying the actual
# location of the reference axis, not just defining rotations or stretching
# about the axis

def sweep(val, geo):
# the extractCoef method gets the unperturbed ref axis control points
C = geo.extractCoef("c4")
C_orig = C.copy()
# we will sweep the wing about the first point in the ref axis
sweep_ref_pt = C_orig[0, :]
(continues on next page)
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theta = -val[0] * np.pi / 180
rot_mtx = np.array([[np.cos(theta), 0.0, -np.sin(theta)], [0.0, 1.0, 0.0], [np.
˓→sin(theta), 0.0, np.cos(theta)]])
# modify the control points of the ref axis
# by applying a rotation about the first point in the x-z plane
for i in range(nrefaxpts):
# get the vector from each ref axis point to the wing root
vec = C[i, :] - sweep_ref_pt
# need to now rotate this by the sweep angle and add back the wing root loc
C[i, :] = sweep_ref_pt + rot_mtx @ vec
# use the restoreCoef method to put the control points back in the right place
geo.restoreCoef(C, "c4")

DVGeo.addGlobalDV("sweep", func=sweep, value=0.0, lower=0, upper=45, scale=0.05)

Note: There is a subtle implementation detail to know. Whenever the setDesignVars method is called, the reference
axis is reset back to its original values. Therefore, there’s no risk that perturbations in one optimizer iteration will stay
around for the next. However, if multiple global DV callback functions manipulate the reference axis control points,
only the first one will see “unperturbed” points. They will be called in the order that they are added.
Let’s apply a 30 degree sweep as well as a linear 20 degree twist. We can see how to do so in the snippet below.
# now add some sweep and change the twist a bit
dvdict = DVGeo.getValues()
dvdict["sweep"] = 30.0
dvdict["twist"] = np.linspace(0.0, 20.0, nrefaxpts)
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvdict)
# write out the swept / twisted wing and FFD
stlmesh.vectors[:, 0, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v0")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 1, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v1")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 2, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v2")
stlmesh.save("sweep_wing.stl")
DVGeo.writeTecplot("sweep_ffd.dat")
DVGeo.writeRefAxes("sweep")

The results of the sweep are dramatic, as seen in the rendering.
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This example illustrates an important detail; namely, that the local control points do not rotate in the x-z plane as the
wing is swept back. This is because of the way the reference axis is implemented. Every local control point (the red
dots) is projected onto the reference axis when the axis is created. In this case, by default, the points were projected
along the x axis. Once the points are projected, they become rigidly linked to the projected point on the axis. Even
if the reference axis is rotated, the rigid links do not rotate. However, the links do translate along with their reference
point. Only the scale_ and rot_ operators change the rigid links. writeLinks can be used to write out these links,
which can then be viewed in Tecplot.

3.2.6 Multiple global design variables
It is common to use several global design variables in addition to the local design variables. For example, an aircraft
problem might have global design variables for wing span, taper ratio, aspect ratio, dihedral, sweep, chord distribution,
and more. Each of these can be implemented through a combination of transformations and axis manipulation.
Let’s say that we want to change the chord distribution of the wing in addition to the sweep. We have to begin by
writing a callback function, as follows:
# we can change the chord distribution by using the
# scale_x attribute which stretches/shrinks the pointset
# about the ref axis in the x direction

def chord(val, geo):
for i in range(nrefaxpts):
(continues on next page)
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geo.scale_x["c4"].coef[i] = val[i]

We implement the chord distribution using the scale_x transformation which stretches points about the reference axis
in the x direction. Now we need to create a global design variable and perturb the variable to produce the desired
effect. Let’s also introduce a random perturbation to the local design variables to see the combined effect of sweep,
twist, chord, and local deformation.
# set up a new DVGeo with all three global design vars plus local thickness
DVGeo, stlmesh = create_fresh_dvgeo()
nrefaxpts = DVGeo.addRefAxis("c4", xFraction=0.25, alignIndex="k")
DVGeo.addGlobalDV("twist", func=twist, value=np.zeros(nrefaxpts), lower=-10, upper=10,␣
˓→scale=0.05)
DVGeo.addGlobalDV("chord", func=chord, value=np.ones(nrefaxpts), lower=0.01, upper=2.0,␣
˓→scale=0.05)
DVGeo.addGlobalDV("sweep", func=sweep, value=0.0, lower=0, upper=45, scale=0.05)
DVGeo.addLocalDV("thickness", axis="y", lower=-0.5, upper=0.5)
# change everything and the kitchen sink
dvdict = DVGeo.getValues()
dvdict["twist"] = np.linspace(0.0, 20.0, nrefaxpts)
# scale_x should be set to 1 at baseline, unlike the others which perturb about 0
# the following will produce a longer wing root and shorter wing tip
dvdict["chord"] = np.linspace(1.2, 0.2, nrefaxpts)
# randomly perturbing the local variables should make a cool wavy effect
dvdict["thickness"] = np.random.uniform(-0.1, 0.1, 160)
dvdict["sweep"] = 30.0
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvdict)
# write out to data files for visualization
stlmesh.vectors[:, 0, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v0")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 1, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v1")
stlmesh.vectors[:, 2, :] = DVGeo.update("mesh_v2")
stlmesh.save("all_wing.stl")
DVGeo.writeTecplot("all_ffd.dat")
DVGeo.writeRefAxes("all")
The combination of multiple global and local design variables produces the wild shape in the rendering below. Obviously this is not a suitable optimized aircraft design. However, the optimizer is free to use all of these degrees of
freedom to eventually find the best possible result.
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The order of operations is important when multiple global variables are used. By default, the order of operations is as
follows.
There are two one-time setup steps at the beginning that happen “under the hood”:
• A reference axis is created using addRefAxis.
• The pointsets and FFD control points are projected onto the axis. The projected point on the axis (in parametric
coordinates) is forever linked to the corresponding pointset point or FFD control point.
During each call to setDesignVars:
• The reference axis control points retrieved with extractCoef are reset to the baseline values (one time! not
after each callback)
• Callback functions are invoked in the order they are added using addGlobalDV. The results are saved but not
yet applied.
Finally, during the update method:
• New reference axis projection points are computed based on the changes to the reference axis control points done
by the callback functions.
• Rotations are applied to the pointsets and FFD control points using the reference axis projections as the pivot
point.
• Depending on the choice of rotType when addRefAxis is invoked, the rot_x, rot_y, and rot_z transformations may be applied in arbitrary order. The default is z, x, y.
• scale_x, scale_y, and scale_z are applied based on the vector from each point to its reference axis projection.
Points on the reference axis will not change at all under either rotation or scale.
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• A separate scale parameter is applied which stretches all points isotropically based on their distance and direction from the reference axis projected point.
• Lastly, local FFD perturbations are applied. For addLocalDV, the perturbations are applied in the Cartesian
frame. For addLocalSectionDV the perturbations are applied relative to the untwisted FFD section cuts.

3.2.7 Summary
The FFD method can seem complicated, especially when multiple global design variables are involved. However, it is
very general and has great performance, making it a good choice for general-purpose shape optimization problems.
In this tutorial, you learned how to set up global variables and make the most of FFD geometry. You now know enough
to fully understand and extend more complex, FFD-based, shape optimization problems, such as those covered in the
MACH-Aero tutorial.
The scripts excerpted for this tutorial are located at pygeo/examples/c172_wing/runFFDExample.py and genFFD.
py.

3.3 Updating pyGeo Geometry using DVGeometry
3.3.1 Overview
After an optimization case has completed successfully, it is useful to extract the optimized geometry in a file format that
is useable for Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. This can be done using pyGeo and deforming an object before
writing it out in IGES file format. This tutorial reviews the process of generating a pyGeo object that is deformed using
an FFD in DVGeometry. This functionality can be used to generate either an IGES file or Tecplot .plt file to be used
after the optimization.
The geometry used for this example is the same as the one used in the MACH-Aero tutorial and is shown below.
The run script and associated files for this example can be found under /examples/deform_geometry/ folder within
the pyGeo root directory.

3.3.2 Geometry Generation
To update a pyGeo object using an FFD in a DVGeometry object, a pyGeo object must be loaded and passed to DVGeometry. This can be done using any of the pyGeo input formats: lifting surface, IGES, or Plot3D. Each of these options
are used for this example in the runScript, as explained below.
Lifting Surface
The lifting surface type is generated as is done in the MACH-Aero tutorial geometry generation. The airfoil sections are
defined by text files and matched to spanwise sections, as defined by the x, y, and z coordinates. The airfoil rotations
and chords are defined for each section, and pyGeo is called with the provided parameters.
# --------------------- Lifting Surface Definition --------------------- #
# Airfoil file
naf = 10 # number of airfoils
airfoil_list = ["./geo/rae2822.dat"] * naf
# Airfoil leading edge positions
(continues on next page)
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Fig. 2: Figure 1: Initial wing geometry and undeformed FFD grid
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x = np.linspace(0.0, 7.5, naf)
y = np.linspace(0.0, 0.0, naf)
z = np.linspace(0.0, 14.0, naf)
offset = np.zeros((naf, 2))

# x-y offset applied to airfoil position before scaling

# Airfoil rotations
rot_x = [0.0] * naf
rot_y = [0.0] * naf
rot_z = [0.0] * naf
# Airfoil scaling
chord = np.linspace(5.0, 1.5, naf)
# Run pyGeo
geo = pyGeo(
"liftingSurface",
xsections=airfoil_list,
scale=chord,
offset=offset,
x=x,
y=y,
z=z,
rotX=rot_x,
rotY=rot_y,
rotZ=rot_z,
tip="rounded",
bluntTe=True,
squareTeTip=True,
teHeight=0.25 * 0.0254,
)
This pyGeo object is ready to be provided to DVGeometry to be deformed.
IGES
The geometry input into pyGeo can also come from an IGES file. The IGES input file used for this tutorial is generated
using the ./geo/generate_wing.py script with the same proceedure used in the MACH-Aero tutorial and the lifting
surface defined above. The file can then be loaded into pyGeo using the following calls.
# ------------------------------ IGES File ------------------------------ #
geo = pyGeo(fileName=input_files + "deform_geometry_wing.igs", initType="iges")
geo.doConnectivity()
The call to geo.doConnectivity() is important as otherwise the IGES surfaces are treated as independent. This
function connects the surfaces and ensures that they move together.
Note: While this feature may be compatible with a broad range of IGES files, it has only been tested with IGES files
generated by pyGeo. Using an IGES file that is not generated by pyGeo may lead to unexpected behavior.
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Plot3D
The geometry can also be loaded in Plot3D file format. This format cannot easily be generated using pyGeo, so it
requires using a separate tool such as ICEM. For this example, the Plot3D file (with .xyz extension) is saved in the
./geo/ directory.
# ----------------------------- Plot3D File ----------------------------- #
geo = pyGeo(fileName=input_files + "deform_geometry_wing.xyz", initType="plot3d")
geo.doConnectivity()
geo.fitGlobal()
As with the IGES file, the calls to geo.doConnectivity() and geo.fitGlobal() are necessary to finalize importing
the geometry and tie all of the components together. If these functions are not run, the surfaces on the geometry may
deform differently leaving gaps between patches.
Warning: The output geometry file is highly dependent on the input geometry. If the input file is not sufficiently
refined, the output geometry will not match the mesh used during the optimization.
For example, when using a wing as in this example, it is best to specify several airfoil sections as opposed to one
on the root and one on the tip.

3.3.3 DVGeometry Setup
To show how this feature works, we deform an FFD to twist the wing geometry. The FFD file is generated the same
way as the MACH-Aero tutorial FFD generation. Once the FFD is loaded into DVGeometry, we can add a reference
axis about which we will deform the geometry. Similarly, we can define the twist variable function, which will twist the
wing about the reference axis. For this case, we will twist the root of the wing five degrees by retrieving the dictionary
of design variables, updating the appropriate twist variable, and resetting the design variable dictionary.
DVGeo = DVGeometry(input_files + "deform_geometry_ffd.xyz")
# Create reference axis
nRefAxPts = DVGeo.addRefAxis("wing", xFraction=0.25, alignIndex="k")
# Set the Twist Variable
def twist(val, geo):
for i in range(nRefAxPts):
geo.rot_z["wing"].coef[i] = val[i]
# Add the Twist Design Variable to DVGeo
DVGeo.addGlobalDV(dvName="twist", value=[0] * nRefAxPts, func=twist, lower=-10,␣
˓→upper=10, scale=1.0)
# Get Design Variables
dvDict = DVGeo.getValues()
# Set First Twist Section to 5deg
dvDict["twist"][0] = 5
# Set Design Variables
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvDict)
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3.3.4 Update pyGeo Object
Once the DVGeometry object is set up, we run our update function to deform our original geometry given the deformed
FFD geometry. This is done by calling the DVGeo.updatePyGeo() function, providing the pyGeo geometry object as
the first parameter. The second parameter specifies the output file type, which can be either "tecplot" or "iges",
depending on the desired output format. The final required parameter is the name of the output file, provided without
an extension as an extension will be added matching the required output type.
DVGeo.updatePyGeo(geo, "tecplot", "wingNew", nRefU=10, nRefV=10)
Included in this function call are nRefU and nRefV, which are refinement parameters. The default values are 0, which
represent no refinement of the input geometry object. These refinement parameters add knot points on the B-spline
surfaces to ensure that the deformation of the geometry more closely matches the deformed wing used during the
optimization. The refinement values can be provided as either integers, as is the case in this example, or as lists whose
lengths match the number of surfaces in the geometry. Increasing the refinement will help create a closer match between
the generated fiile and the mesh used during the optimization but will increase the file size.
Warning: Once the deformed geometry file is generated, check it against the deformed mesh from the optimization
to ensure that they match. If there is a large difference between the two geometries, increase the refinement points
and consider providing a more refined input file.
Additionally, it is possible that refinement points are skipped if they conflict with points that already exist in the
geometry file. In unique cases, you may find your output geometry may have fewer refinement points than expected.

3.3.5 Result
The deformed wing is show in the figure below, along with the FFD grid. The IGES result can be loaded into CAD to
visualize the deformed shape in IGES file format.
As compared to the undeformed wing and FFD grid shown at the beginning of the tutorial, the root section of this
airfoil is deformed given the prescribed FFD deformation.

3.3.6 Run it yourself!
This example can be run by calling runScript.py with the desired input file format, for example using the command:
$ python runScript.py iges
The script will output a wingNew.plt file, which can be viewed in Tecplot. To generate an IGES file, edit the calls to
updatePyGeo() to request IGES instead of Tecplot.

3.4 CST Airfoil Geometry
pyGeo includes a Class-Shape Transformation1 (CST) implementation for airfoil parameterization called DVGeometryCST. In addition to CST coefficients, it allows the user to add design variables for the chord length and class shape
parameters.
Setting up a CST parameterization requires only an airfoil dat file, so initialization is straightforward. After the DVGeometryCST object is initialized with the airfoil dat file, we add design variables. Next, we add pointsets that will
1

B. M. Kulfan. Universal parametric geometry representation method. Journal of Aircraft, 45(1):142–158, January 2008. URL: https://doi.org/
10.2514/1.29958, doi:10.2514/1.29958.
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Fig. 3: Figure 1: Deformed wing geometry and FFD grid
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be deformed when the airfoil shape is updated. Finally, we can change the variables to update the airfoil shape and
associated pointsets.
Note that while the CST parameterization is easy to set up and use, it may not be the best choice for all applications. As
we increase the number of CST coefficients that parameterize the airfoil shape, the parameterization becomes poorly
conditioned. This may result in unexpected optimizer behavior, such as adjacent CST design variables ending up at
very large equal and opposite values.
This parameterization makes the following assumptions:
• The initial airfoil dat file is ordered continuously around the airfoil and the beginning and end of the list is the
trailing edge (no jumping around, but clockwise vs. counterclockwise does not matter)
• The pointset geometry is exclusively an extruded shape (no spanwise changes allowed)
• The airfoil’s leading edge is on the left (minimum 𝑥) and trailing edge is on the right (maximum 𝑥)
• The airfoil is not rotated (trailing edge and leading edge are close to 𝑦 = 0)

3.4.1 Initializing DVGeometryCST
We begin by initializing the DVGeometryCST object. We provide the dat file’s name, which is used as the initial airfoil
shape. We also provide the number of CST coefficients that will be used to parameterize the upper and lower surfaces
(in this case we use four for each surface).
# Initialize the DVGeometryCST object
curDir = os.path.dirname(__file__) # directory of this script
airfoilFile = os.path.join(curDir, "naca2412.dat")
nCoeff = 4 # number of CST coefficients on each surface
DVGeo = DVGeometryCST(airfoilFile, numCST=nCoeff)
The initialization analyzes the airfoil coordinate data to determine airfoil properties and fit the CST coordinates to the
airfoil to provide a starting point. It identifies the trailing edge to figure out whether it has a sharp or blunt trailing
edge. It then fits a spline to the upper and lower surfaces that is used to determine which points in a point set are on
the upper surface and which are on the lower. Finally, it computes the CST coefficients that achieve the best fit of the
input airfoil (assuming the class shape parameters are 0.5 and 1.0).
DVGeometryCST assumes that the first index in each point coordinate (a.k.a the 𝑥 coordinate) is the chordwise coordinate and the second (a.k.a the 𝑦 coordinate) is the vertical. If your geometry is oriented differently, the indices can
be set here with the idxChord and idxVertical optional arguments.

3.4.2 Setting design variables
The next step is to tell the DVGeometryCST object which design variables to use. When the addDV method is called,
we pass the name of the design variable we’d like to use and the type. The available design variables types (not case
sensitive) are
• "upper": upper surface CST coefficients (specify dvNum to define how many)
• "lower": lower surface CST coefficients (specify dvNum to define how many)
• "N1": first class shape parameter for both upper and lower surfaces (adds a single DV)
• "N2": second class shape parameter for both upper and lower surfaces (adds a single DV)
• "N1_upper": first class shape parameters for upper surface (adds a single DV)
• "N1_lower": first class shape parameters for lower surface (adds a single DV)
3.4. CST Airfoil Geometry
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• "N2_upper": second class shape parameters for upper surface (adds a single DV)
• "N2_lower": second class shape parameters for lower surface (adds a single DV)
• "chord": chord length in whatever units the point set length is defined and scaled to keep the leading edge at
the same position (adds a single DV)
Note that either the upper/lower surface class shape parameter DV can be defined (e.g., "N1_upper"), or the DV for
both the upper and lower surfaces’ class shape parameter can be defined (e.g., "N1"), but not both.
For this tutorial, we’ll add upper and lower CST coefficients, the two class shape parameters applied to both the upper
and lower surfaces, and the chord length.
# Add design variables that we can perturb
DVGeo.addDV("upper_shape", dvType="upper", lowerBound=-0.1, upperBound=0.5)
DVGeo.addDV("lower_shape", dvType="lower", lowerBound=-0.5, upperBound=0.1)
DVGeo.addDV("class_shape_n1", dvType="N1")
DVGeo.addDV("class_shape_n2", dvType="N2")
DVGeo.addDV("chord", dvType="chord")
We set lower and upper bounds on the CST coefficient design variables. These are not used here, but would be passed
to the optimizer in an optimization problem. A design variable scaling can also be supplied.

3.4.3 Adding pointsets
Now it is time to pass in the pointsets that we want the DVGeometryCST object to manipulate. In practice these would
come from a CFD solver, so here we just use points from the airfoil dat file.
We begin by reading in the points from the dat file.
# For this case, we'll just use the points in the airfoil file as the pointset
points = []
with open(airfoilFile, "r") as f:
for line in f:
points.append([float(n) for n in line.split()])
points = np.array(points)
points = np.hstack((points, np.zeros((points.shape[0], 1))))
˓→(unused)

# add 0s for z coordinates␣

Pointsets are passed as a set of points in 3D space to maintain the same interface as the other pyGeo parameterizations.
However, this CST parameterization is only 2D, so the “z” coordinates are ignored. Thus, we add a column of zeros
for the z coordinates.
The DVGeometryCST object does not care about the order of the points in the pointset. It will snap each point in the
passed in pointset to whichever surface of the airfoil (upper or lower) is closest using the spline representation generated
in the initialization. The x coordinate of each point in the pointset is maintained and the y coordinate is moved to the
value of the spline at the x coordinate. To see the pointset coordinates and which surface they are being assigned to as
they are passed in, set debug=True in the initialization step.
Take a look at the pointset the DVGeometryCST object now has:
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3.4.4 Perturbing the design variables
To perturb the design variables, we call setDesignVars with the new design variables values and then call update.
The setDesignVars method dates in a dictionary where the keys are the design variable names and the values are the
new design variable values (as NumPy arrays).
Let’s first change the upper and lower CST coefficients.
DVGeo.setDesignVars(
{
"upper_shape": np.array([0.3, 0.7, -0.1, 0.6]),
"lower_shape": np.array([-0.1, 0.1, 0.1, -0.3]),
}
)
points = DVGeo.update(ptName)
The airfoil shape has now changed to look like this:
Next, let’s adjust the class shape parameters and the chord length.
DVGeo.setDesignVars(
{
"class_shape_n1": np.array([0.6]),
"class_shape_n2": np.array([0.8]),
"chord": np.array([2.0]),
}
)
points = DVGeo.update(ptName)
The underlying airfoil class shape has now changed and note that the chord length has doubled.

3.4.5 Summary
In this tutorial, you learned how to use pyGeo’s CST airfoil parameterization. The details of the class’s other methods
can be found in the API documentation. It includes tools for computing shapes from CST coefficients (and inversely,
determining CST parameters by fitting coordinates). It also has methods for analytically computing derivatives of the
coordinates with respect to design variables.

3.5 Geometry Parameterization with ESP
Previous tutorials discussed parameterizing geometry with pyGeo through FFDs. pyGeo also supports parameterization
with the Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP), an open-source CAD program. This page is intended to build on the previously
presented pyGeo information to show how ESP can be used instead of FFDs. For information on how to install ESP
and its dependencies for use in pyGeo, see the installation page.
The FFD approach is sometimes preferred because it is easy to set up and has a lot of freedom in how the design
variables can change the geometry. Unfortunately, the FFD control points are the only representations of the geometry
other than the mesh, which can make it hard to take an optimized result and use it. To avoid this, a CAD model can be
used to parameterize the geometry instead of an FFD. This allows a single consistent format to represent the geometry
throughout the optimization. The CAD model is used as an input, changed throughout the optimization, and then can
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be used as an output. This parameterization can take additional effort to set up but is sometimes preferred as it produces
an output in a more traditional format useful in some applications.
Note: This tutorial is intended to only be a simple demonstration of how to use ESP with pyGeo. For information
about more complex modeling in ESP, please see their documentation and tutorials.

3.5.1 Generating the ESP model
First, we will need to set up our ESP model with the parameterizations we will use later. Then we can add the corresponding design variables in our runscript.
ESP models are created in a plain text scripting language. The full script for this model can be found at pygeo/
examples/esp_airfoil/naca0012.csm but we will show portions here. For this basic example, we will create a
simple airfoil model.
First, we create our design variables, which are called DESPMTR (design parameter) in the ESP model. Our design variables will be camber (called camber_dv), the location of max camber (maxloc_dv), and thickness (called
thickness_dv in the script).
DESPMTR camber_dv 0.0
DESPMTR maxloc_dv 0.4
DESPMTR thickness_dv 0.12
Now we can use these design variables in another ESP feature, a UDPRIM or user-defined primitive. The naca userdefined primitive will allow us to easily generate a NACA airfoil according to our design variables. For more information on naca and other types of UDPRIM in ESP, see their documentation.
UDPRIM

naca

camber camber_dv

maxloc maxloc_dv

thickness thickness_dv

Because we need a 3D representation of an airfoil for most solvers, we will create another a second airfoil and use the
BLEND command to create a shape between the two that does not change in the spanwise direction.
TRANSLATE 0 0 -0.2
UDPRIM
naca camber camber_dv
TRANSLATE 0 0 1.2
BLEND

maxloc maxloc_dv

thickness thickness_dv

Opening the model in the ESP GUI, the side view of the airfoil should look as expected for a NACA 0012.
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3.5.2 Parameterizing using pyGeo
Now that we have an ESP model, we need to load it into pyGeo and define how our optimizer, through pyGeo, can
change and deform the geometry. First we need to initialize our DVGeo object like in the FFD case, but this time it
is a DVGeometryESP object, the class specialized to manipulate ESP models. Like our previous DVGeo objects were
initialized with FFD files, this is initialized with the script that contains our ESP model.
# initialize the DVGeometry object with the csm file
csm_file = "naca0012.csm"
DVGeo = DVGeometryESP(csm_file)
Just as in the FFD approach, a pointset is necessary for pyGeo to internally keep track of the geometry. We will again
use an existing triangulated surface mesh to initialize the pointset.
stlmesh = mesh.Mesh.from_file("esp_airfoil.stl")
# create a pointset. pointsets are of shape npts by 3 (the second dim is xyz coordinate)
# already have the airfoil mesh as a triangulated surface (stl file)
# each vertex set is its own pointset, so we actually add three pointsets
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v0, "mesh_v0")
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v1, "mesh_v1")
DVGeo.addPointSet(stlmesh.v2, "mesh_v2")
Now we can add our design variables. These names must correspond with the names we chose for the design parameters
in our ESP model. Here we will treat all three of our ESP design parameters as design variables in pyGeo, but we could
have chosen a subset to add to our DVGeo object if we only wanted to modify camber and thickness for example.
# Now that we have pointsets added, we should parameterize the geometry.
# Adding geometric design variable to make modifications to the airfoil geometry directly
DVGeo.addVariable("camber_dv")
DVGeo.addVariable("maxloc_dv")
DVGeo.addVariable("thickness_dv")

Note: When using pyGeo with FFDs there is a difference between local design variables and global design variables.
This distinction does not exist with using pyGeo with ESP models as the scope of each design variable is defined in the
ESP model.

3.5.3 Perturbing design variables
Now that our pointset, our ESP model, and our design variables are all tied together using pyGeo, we can perturb these
design variables.
The code snippet below illustrates a few key methods of the public API. Note that these are similar to the DVGeometry
methods used in the FFD case, with the addition of a method to write our new ESP model.
• writeCSMFile writes a new ESP model with the updated design variable values.
# Perturb some local variables and observe the effect on the surface
dvdict = DVGeo.getValues()
dvdict["camber_dv"] = 0.09
dvdict["maxloc_dv"] = 0.8
dvdict["thickness_dv"] = 0.2
DVGeo.setDesignVars(dvdict)
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# write out the new ESP model
DVGeo.writeCSMFile("modified.csm")
Now we can see the new script for the ESP model at pygeo/examples/esp_airfoil/modified.csm. This can be
loaded into the ESP GUI to see the effects of our changes to the design variables.

3.5.4 Summary
In this tutorial, you learned the basics of pyGeo’s ESP geometry parameterization capabilities. You now know enough
to set up a basic shape optimization, such as the airfoil portion of the MACH-Aero tutorial.
The scripts excerpted for this tutorial are located at pygeo/examples/esp_airfoil/esp_airfoil.py and
naca0012.csm.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

PYGEO API

This package consists of the following modules:

4.1 DVConstraints
class pygeo.constraints.DVCon.DVConstraints(name='DVCon1')
DVConstraints provides a convenient way of defining geometric constraints for WINGS. This can be very useful
for a constrained aerodynamic or aerostructural optimization. Three types of constraints are supported:
1. Thickness ‘tooth-pick’ constraints: Thickness constraints are enforced at specific locations. A relative or
absolute minimum/maximum thickness can be specified. Two variants are supplied: a ‘2d’ variant for
thickness constraints over an area such as a spar box addThicknessConstraints2D() and a ‘1d’ variant
for thickness constraints along a (poly) line addThicknessConstraints1D().
2. Volume constraint: This computes and enforces a volume constraint over the specified domain. The input
is identical to the ‘2d’ thickness constraints. See addVolumeConstraint().
3. LE/TE Constraints: These geometric constraints are required when using FFD volumes with shape variables. The leading and trailing edges must be fixed wrt the shape variables so these enforce that the coefficients on the leading edge can only move in equal and opposite directions
4. Fixed Location Constraints: These constraints allow you to specify certain location in the FFD that can not
move.
5. Gear Post Constraint: This is a very highly specialized constraint used to ensure there is sufficient vertical
space to install wing-mounted landing gear and that it is correctly positioned relative to the wing. See the
class definition for more information.
Analytic sensitivity information is computed for all functions and a facility for adding the constraints automatically to a pyOptSparse optimization problem is also provided.
Parameters
name
[str] A name for this object. Used to distinguish between DVCon objects if multiple DVConstraint objects are used in an optimization.
Create a (empty) DVconstrains object. Specific types of constraints will added individually
addCircularityConstraint(origin, rotAxis, radius, zeroAxis, angleCW, angleCCW, nPts=4, upper=1.0,
lower=1.0, scale=1.0, name=None, addToPyOpt=True,
DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a contraint to keep a certain portion of your geometry circular. Define the origin, central axis and
radius to define the circle. Define the zero axis, and two angles to define the portion of the circle to use
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for the constraint The constraint will enforce that the radial lengths from the origin to the nPts around the
circle stay equal.
Parameters
origin: vector
The coordinate of the origin
rotation: vector
The central axis of the circle
radius: float
The radius of the circle
zeroAxis: vector
The axis defining the zero rotation angle around the circle
angleCW
[float] Angle in the clockwise direction to extend the circularity constraint. Angle should
be positive. Angles are specified in degrees.
angleCCW
[float] Angle in the counter-clockwise direction to extend the circularity constraint. Angle
should be positive. Angles are specified in degrees.
nPts
[int] Number of points in the discretization of the circle
lower
[float] Lower bound for circularity. This is the ratio of the target length relative to the first
length calculated
upper
[float] Upper bound for optimization constraint. See lower.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addColinearityConstraint(origin, lineAxis, distances, upper=0.0, lower=0.0, scale=1.0, name=None,
addToPyOpt=True, DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a contraint to keep a set of points aligned. Define the origin, and axis of the line and then a set of
distances along the axis to constrain. The constraint will compute the points to constrain.
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Parameters
origin: vector
The coordinate of the origin (3x numpy array)
lineAxis: vector
The line of colinearity (3x numpy array)
distances: list
List of distances from origin to constrain
lower
[float] Lower bound for circularity. This is the ratio of the target length relative to the first
length calculated
upper
[float] Upper bound for optimization constraint. See lower.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addCompositeVolumeConstraint(vols, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0, name=None,
addToPyOpt=True, DVGeoName='default')
Add a composite volume constraint. This used previously added constraints and combines them to form a
single volume constraint.
The general ussage is as follows:
DVCon.addVolumeConstraint(leList1, teList1, nSpan, nChord,
name='part1', addToPyOpt=False)
DVCon.addVolumeConstraint(leList2, teList2, nSpan, nChord,
name='part2', addToPyOpt=False)
DVCon.addCompositeVolumeConstraint(['part1', 'part2'], lower=1)
Parameters
vols
[list of strings] A list containing the names of the previously added volumes to be used.
lower
[float] The lower bound for the volume constraint.
4.1. DVConstraints
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upper
[float] The upper bound for the volume constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial volume is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial volume. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would allow
for 15% change in volume both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization, this is
the most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical volume. lower and upper refer to
the physical volumes.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
addConstraintsPyOpt(optProb, exclude_wrt=None)
Add all constraints to the optProb object. Only constraints the that have the addToPyOpt flags are actually
added.
Parameters
optProb
[pyOpt_optimization object] Optimization description to which the constraints are added
Examples
>>> DVCon.addConstraintsPyOpt(optProb)
addCurvatureConstraint(surfFile, curvatureType='Gaussian', lower=-1e+20, upper=1e+20,
scaled=True, scale=1.0, KSCoeff=None, name=None, addToPyOpt=False,
DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a curvature contraint for the prescribed surface. The only required input for this constraint is a structured plot 3D file of the surface (there can be multiple surfaces in the file). This value is meant to be
corelated with manufacturing costs.
Parameters
surfFile: vector
Plot3D file with desired surface, should be sufficiently refined to accurately capture surface
curvature
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curvatureType: str
The type of curvature to calculate. Options are: ‘Gaussian’, ‘mean’, ‘combined’, or
‘KSmean’. Here the Gaussian curvature is K=kappa_1*kappa_2, the mean curvature is H
= 0.5*(kappa_1+kappa_2), the combined curvature C = kappa_1^2+kappa_2^2=(2*H)^22*K, and the KSmean curvature applies the KS function to the mean curvature, which is
essentially the max local mean curvature on the prescribed surface. In practice, we compute the squared integrated value over the surface, e.g., sum(H*H*dS), for the Gaussian,
mean and combined curvatures. While for the KSmean, we applied the KS function, i.e.,
KS(H*H*dS)
lower
[float] Lower bound for curvature integral.
upper
[float] Upper bound for optimization constraint. See lower.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial curvature is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial curvature. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would
allow for 15% change in curvature both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization,
this is the most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical curvature. lower and upper refer to
the physical curvatures.
KSCoeff
[float] The coefficient for KS function when curvatureType=KSmean. This controls how
close the KS function approximates the original functions. One should select a KSCoeff
such that the printed “Reference curvature” is only slightly larger than the printed “Max
curvature” for the baseline surface. The default value of KSCoeff is the number of points
in the plot3D files.
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of False if the cost is part of the objective.
If the integral is to be used directly as a constraint, addToPyOpt should be True, and name
specified to a logical name for this computation. with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper
and scale variables are meaningless
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addCurvatureConstraint1D(start, end, nPts, axis, curvatureType='mean', lower=-1e+20, upper=1e+20,
scaled=True, scale=1.0, KSCoeff=1.0, name=None, addToPyOpt=True,
surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
4.1. DVConstraints
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Add a curvature contraint along the prescribed straightline on the design surface. This can be used to impose
a spanwise curvature constraint for wing aerodynamic optimization. NOTE: the output is the square of the
curvature to make sure the values are always positive
See below for a schematic.
Planform view of the wing:
Physical extent of wing
____________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
|
| +---x--x---x---x---x---x---x---+ |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|__________________________________/
The '+' are the (three dimensional) points defined by 'start' and 'end'. Once␣
˓→the straightline
is defined, we generate nPts-2 intermediate points along it and project these␣
˓→points to the design
surface mesh in the prescirbed axis direction. Here 'x' are the intermediate␣
˓→points added by setting
nPts = 9. The curvature will be calculated based on the projected intermediate␣
˓→points (x) on the design
surface. NOTE: we do not calculate the curvatures at the two end points (+). So␣
˓→make sure to extend
the start and end points a bit to fully cover the area where you want to␣
˓→compute the curvature
Parameters
start/end
[list of size 3] The 3D points forming a straight line along which the curvature constraints
will be added.
nPts
[int] The number of intermediate points to add. We should prescribe nPts such that the
point interval should be larger than the mesh size and smaller than the interval of FFD
points in that direction
axis
[list of size 3] The direction along which the projections will occur. Typically this will be
y or z axis ([0,1,0] or [0,0,1]) NOTE: we also compute the curvature based on this axis dir
curvatureType
[str] What type of curvature constraint to compute. Either mean or aggregated
lower
[float] Lower bound of curvature integral used for optimization constraint
upper
[float] Upper bound of curvature integral used for optimization constraint
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scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial curvature is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial curvature. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would
allow for 15% change in curvature both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization,
this is the most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical curvature. lower and upper refer to
the physical curvatures.
KSCoeff
[float] The coefficient for KS function. This controls how close the KS function approximates the original functions.
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of False if the cost is part of the objective.
If the integral is to be used directly as a constraint, addToPyOpt should be True, and name
specified to a logical name for this computation. with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper
and scale variables are meaningless
surfaceName
[str] Name of the surface to project to. This should be the same as the surfaceName provided
when setSurface() was called. For backward compatibility, the name is ‘default’ by default.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
Examples
# define a 2 point poly-line along the wing spanwise direction (z) # and project to the design surface
along y >>> start = [0, 0, 0] >>> end = [0, 0, 1] >>> nPts = 10 >>> axis = [0, 1, 0] >>> DVCon.addCurvatureConstraint1D(start, end, nPts, axis, “mean”, lower=1.0, upper=3, scaled=True)
addGearPostConstraint(wimpressCalc, position, axis, thickLower=1.0, thickUpper=3.0, thickScaled=True,
MACFracLower=0.5, MACFracUpper=0.6, name=None, addToPyOpt=True,
surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Code for doing landing gear post constraints on the fly in an optimization. As it turns out, this is a criti-
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cal constraint for wing-mounted landing gear and high-aspect ratio swept wings. This constraint actually
encompasses two optimization constraints:
1. The first is a physical depth constraint that uses DVCon’s built in thickness constraint class.
2. The second constraint is that the x-position of the the gear post as a fraction of the wing MAC must be
greater than MACFracLower which will typically be 50%.
The calculation uses a wimpressCalc object to determine the nominal trapezodial planform to determine
the MAC and the LE-MAC.
Parameters
wimpressCalc
[wimpressCalc class] An instance of the wimpress calc class. This is required for computing the MAC and the xLEMac
position
[array of size 3] Three dimensional position of the gear post constraint.
axis
[array of size 3] Direction to perform projection. Same as ‘axis’ in addThicknessConstraints1D
thickLower
[float] Lower bound for thickness constraint. If thickScaled=True, this is the physical distance scaled by the initial length. This value is used as the optimization constraint lower
bound.
thickUpper
[float] Upper bound for optimization constraint. See thickLower.
thickScaled
[bool] Flag specifying if the constraint should be scaled. It is true by default. The default
values of thickScaled=True, thickLower=1.0, ensures that the initial thickness does not
decrease.
MACFracLower
[float] The desired lower bound for the gear post location as a fraction of MAC. Default is
0.50
MACFracUpper
[float] The desired upper bound for the gear post location as a fraction of MAC. Default is
0.60
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon
objects and the constraint names need to be distinguished or the values are to be used in a
subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addLERadiusConstraints(leList, nSpan, axis, chordDir, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0,
name=None, addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
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Add a set of leading edge radius constraints. The constraint is set up similar to the 1D thickness or thicknessto-chord constraints. The user provides a polyline near the leading edge and specifies how many locations
should be sampled along the polyline. The sampled points are then projected to the upper and lower surface
along the provided axis. A third projection is made to the leading edge along chordDir. We then compute
the radius of the circle circumscribed by these three points.
In order for this radius calculation to be a reasonable approximation for the actual leading edge radius, it
is critical that the polyline be drawn very close to the leading edge (less than 0.5% chord). We include a
check to make sure that the points fall on the same hemisphere of the circumscribed circle, however we
recommend that the user export the Tecplot view of the constraint using the writeTecplot function to verify
that the circles do coincide with the leading edge radius.
See below for a schematic
Planform view of the wing: The '+' are the (three dimensional)
points that are supplied in leList:
Physical extent of wing
\
__________________________\_________
| +-------+-----+-------+-----+
|
|
5 points defining
|
|
poly-line
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|__________________________________/
Parameters
leList
[list or array of size (N x 3) where N >=2] The list of points forming a poly-line along
which the thickness constraints will be added.
nSpan
[int] The number of thickness constraints to add
axis
[list or array of length 3] The direction along which the up-down projections will occur.
Typically this will be y or z axis ([0,1,0] or [0,0,1])
chordDir
[list or array or length 3] The vector pointing from the leList to the leading edge. This will
typically be the negative xaxis ([-1,0,0]). The magnitude of the vector doesn’t matter, but
the direction does.
lower
[float or array of size nSpan] The lower bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint.
upper
[float or array of size nSpan] The upper bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint.
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scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial radius of each constraint is defined to be 1.0. In this case,
the lower and upper bounds are given in multiples of the initial radius. lower=0.85,
upper=1.15, would allow for 15% change in each direction from the original radius.
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical radii must be specified for the lower
and upper bounds.
scale
[float or array of size nSpan] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically
this parameter will not need to be changed. If the radius constraints are scaled, this already
results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may
be changed to a more suitable value if the resulting physical thickness have magnitudes
vastly different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects
and the constraint names need to be distinguished or you are using this set of thickness
constraints for something other than a direct constraint in pyOptSparse.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
surfaceName
[str] Name of the surface to project to. This should be the same as the surfaceName provided
when setSurface() was called. For backward compatibility, the name is ‘default’ by default.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addLeTeConstraints(volID=None, faceID=None, topID=None, indSetA=None, indSetB=None,
name=None, config=None, childIdx=None, comp=None, DVGeoName='default')
Add a set of ‘leading edge’ or ‘trailing edge’ constraints to DVConstraints. These are just a particular form
of linear constraints for shape variables. The need for these constraints arise when the shape variables can
effectively emulate a ‘twist’ variable (actually a shearing twist). The purpose of these constraints is to make
control points at the leading and trailing edge move in equal and opposite direction.
𝑥1 − 𝑥2 = 0.0
where 𝑥1 is the movement (in 1, 2, or 3 directions) of a control point on the top of the FFD and 𝑥2 is the
control point on the bottom of the FFD.
There are two ways of specifying these constraints:
volID and faceID
Provide the index of the FFD block and the faceID (one of ilow, ihigh, jlow, jhigh, klow, or
khigh). This it the preferred approach. Both volID and faceID can be determined by examining the
FFD file in TecPlot or ICEM. Use ‘prob data’ tool in TecPlot to click on the surface of which you want
to put constraints on (e.g. the front or LE of FFD and the back surface or TE of the FFD). You will
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see which plane it coresponding to. For example, ‘I-Plane’ with I-index = 1 is iLow. topID provides
a second input for blocks that have 2x2 faces.
indSetA and indSetB
Alternatively, two sets of indices can be provided. Both must be the same length. These indices may
be obtained from the lindex array of the FFD object.
>>> lIndex = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(iVol)
lIndex is a three dimensional set of indices that provide the index into the global set of control points.
See below for examples.
Note:
These constraints will be added to pyOptSparse automatically with a call to
addConstraintsPyOpt()
Parameters
volID
[int] Single integer specifying the volume index
faceID
[str {‘iLow’, ‘iHigh’, ‘jLow’, ‘jHigh’, ‘kLow’, ‘kHigh’}] One of above specifying the node
on which face to constrain.
topID
[str {‘i’,’j’, ‘k’}] One of the above specifing the symmetry direction, should only be used
on 2x2 faces
indSetA
[array of int] Indices of control points on one side of the FFD
indSetB
[array of int] Indices of control points on the other side of the FFD
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished
config
[str] The DVGeo configuration to apply this constraint to. Must be either None which will
apply to ALL the local DV groups or a single string specifying a particular configuration.
childIdx
[int] The zero-based index of the child FFD, if this constraint is being applied to a child
FFD. The index is defined by the order in which you add the child FFD to the parent. For
example, the first child FFD has an index of 0, the second an index of 1, and so on.
comp: str
The component name if using DVGeometryMulti.
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Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Preferred way: Constraints at the front and back (ifaces) of volume 0
DVCon.addLeTeConstraints(0, 'iLow')
DVCon.addLeTeConstraints(0, 'iHigh')
# Alternative way -- this can be specialzed as required:
lIndex = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(1) # Volume 2
indSetA = []; indSetB = [];
for k in range(4,7): # 4 on the leading edge
indSetA.append(lIndex[0, 0, k])
indSetB.append(lIndex[0, 1, k])
lIndex = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(4) # Volume 5 (different from LE)
for k in range(4,8): # 5 on the trailing edge
indSetA.append(lIndex[-1, 0, k])
indSetB.append(lIndex[-1, 1, k])
# Now add to DVCon
DVCon.addLeTeConstraints(0, indSetA, indSetB)

addLinearConstraintsShape(indSetA, indSetB, factorA, factorB, lower=0, upper=0, name=None,
config=None, childIdx=None, comp=None, DVGeoName='default')
Add a complete generic set of linear constraints for the shape variables that have been added to DVGeo.
The constraints are specified in the following general form:
lower <= factorA*dvA + factorB*dvB <= upper
The lists indSetA and indSetB are used to specify the pairs of control points that are to be linked with linear variables. If more than one pair is specified (i.e. len(indSetA)=len(indSetB) > 1) then factorA,
factorB, lower and upper may all be arrays of the same length or a constant which will applied to all.
Two sets of indices can be provided, indSetA and indSetB. Both must be the same length. These indices
may be obtained from the lindex array of the FFD object.
>>> lIndex = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(iVol)
lIndex is a three dimensional set of indices that provide the index into the global set of control points. See
below for examples.
Note:
These constraints will be added to pyOptSparse automatically with a call to
addConstraintsPyOpt().
Parameters
indSetA
[array of int] Indices of ‘A’ control points on one side of the FFD
indSetB
[array of int] Indices of ‘B’ control points on one side of the FFD
factorA
[float or array] Coefficient for DV on control point(s) A
factorB
[float or array] Coefficient for DV on control point(s) B
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lower
[float or array] The lower bound of the constraint(s)
upper
[float or array] The upper bound of the constraint(s)
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished
config
[str] The DVGeo configuration to apply this constraint to. Must be either None which will
apply to ALL the local DV groups or a single string specifying a particular configuration.
childIdx
[int] The zero-based index of the child FFD, if this constraint is being applied to a child
FFD. The index is defined by the order in which you add the child FFD to the parent. For
example, the first child FFD has an index of 0, the second an index of 1, and so on.
comp: str
The component name if using DVGeometryMulti.
Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Make two sets of controls points move the same amount:
lIndex = DVGeo.getLocalIndex(1) # Volume 2
indSetA = []; indSetB = [];
for i in range(lIndex.shape[0]):
indSetA.append(lIndex[i, 0, 0])
indSetB.append(lIndex[i, 0, 1])
DVCon.addLinearConstraintShape(indSetA, indSetB,
factorA=1.0, factorB=-1.0,
lower=0, upper=0)

addLocationConstraints1D(ptList, nCon, lower=None, upper=None, scaled=False, scale=1.0,
name=None, addToPyOpt=True, DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a polyline in space that cannot move.
Parameters
ptList
[list or array of size (N x 3) where N >=2] The list of points forming a poly-line along
which the points will be fixed.
nCon
[int] The number of points constraints to add
lower
[float or array of size nCon] The lower bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint. If no value is provided, the bounds will default to the points, giving equality
constraints. Using the default is recommended.
upper
[float or array of size nCon] The upper bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
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constraint. If no value is provided, the bounds will default to the points, giving equality
constraints. Using the default is recommended.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial location of each location constraint is defined to be 1.0. In this
case, the lower and upper bounds are given in multiple of the initial location. lower=0.85,
upper=1.15, would allow for 15% change in each direction from the original location.
However, for initial points close to zero this blows up, so this should be used with caution,
therefore unscaled is the default.
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical locations must be specified for the
lower and upper bounds.
scale
[float or array of size nCon] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this
parameter will not need to be changed. If the location constraints are scaled, this already
results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may
changed to a more suitable value if the resulting physical location have magnitudes vastly
different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects
and the constraint names need to be distinguished or you are using this set of location
constraints for something other than a direct constraint in pyOptSparse.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addMonotonicConstraints(key, slope=1.0, name=None, start=0, stop=-1, config=None, childIdx=None,
comp=None, DVGeoName='default')
Parameters
key
[str] Name of the global design variable we are dealing with.
slope
[float]
Direction of monotonic decrease
1.0 - from left to right along design variable vector -1.0 - from right to left along design
variable vector
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished
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start/stop: int
This allows the user to specify a slice of the design variable to constrain if it is not desired to
set a monotonic constraint on the entire vector. The start/stop indices are inclusive indices,
so for a design variable vector [4, 3, 6.5, 2, -5.4, -1], start=1 and stop=4 would constrain
[3, 6.5, 2, -5.4] to be a monotonic sequence.
config
[str] The DVGeo configuration to apply this constraint to. Must be either None which will
apply to ALL the local DV groups or a single string specifying a particular configuration.
childIdx
[int] The zero-based index of the child FFD, if this constraint is being applied to a child
FFD. The index is defined by the order in which you add the child FFD to the parent. For
example, the first child FFD has an index of 0, the second an index of 1, and so on.
comp: str
The component name if using DVGeometryMulti.
Examples
>>> DVCon.addMonotonicConstraints('chords', 1.0)
addPlanarityConstraint(origin, planeAxis, upper=0.0, lower=0.0, scale=1.0, name=None,
addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
Add a contraint to keep the surface in set in DVCon planar Define the origin, and the plane axis. The
constraint will enforce that all of the surface points lie on the plane.
Parameters
origin: vector
The coordinate of the origin
planeAxis: vector
Vector defining the plane of interest
lower
[float] Lower bound for circularity. This is the ratio of the target length relative to the first
length calculated
upper
[float] Upper bound for optimization constraint. See lower.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
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addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addProjectedAreaConstraint(axis='y', lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0, name=None,
addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
Sum up the total surface area of the triangles included in the DVCon surface projected to a plane defined
by “axis”.
Parameters
axis
[str] The axis normal to the projection plane. (‘x’, ‘y’, or ‘z’)
lower
[float] The lower bound for the area constraint.
upper
[float] The upper bound for the area constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial area is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial area. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would allow
for 15% change in area both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization, this is the
most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical area. lower and upper refer to the
physical areas.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
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addProjectedLocationConstraints1D(ptList, nCon, axis, bias=0.5, lower=None, upper=None,
scaled=False, scale=1.0, name=None, addToPyOpt=True,
surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
This is similar to addLocationConstraints1D except that the actual poly line is determined by first projecting
points on to the surface in a similar manner as addConstraints1D, and then taking the mid-point (or user
specificed fraction) blend of the upper and lower surface locations.
Parameters
ptList
[list or array of size (N x 3) where N >=2] The list of points from which to perform the
projection
nCon
[int] The number of points constraints to add
axis
[list or array of length 3] The direction along which the projections will occur. Typically
this will be y or z axis ([0,1,0] or [0,0,1])
bias
[float] The blending of the upper/lower surface points to use. Default is 0.5 which is the
average. 0.0 cooresponds to taking the lower point, 1.0 the upper point.
lower
[float or array of size nCon] The lower bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint. If no value is provided, the bounds will default to the points, giving equality
constraints. Using the default is recommended.
upper
[float or array of size nCon] The upper bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint. If no value is provided, the bounds will default to the points, giving equality
constraints. Using the default is recommended.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial location of each location constraint is defined to be 1.0. In this
case, the lower and upper bounds are given in multiple of the initial location. lower=0.85,
upper=1.15, would allow for 15% change in each direction from the original location.
However, for initial points close to zero this blows up, so this should be used with caution,
therefore unscaled is the default.
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical locations must be specified for the
lower and upper bounds.
scale
[float or array of size nCon] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this
parameter will not need to be changed. If the location constraints are scaled, this already
results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may
changed to a more suitable value if the resulting physical location have magnitudes vastly
different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects
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and the constraint names need to be distinguished or you are using this set of location
constraints for something other than a direct constraint in pyOptSparse.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addSurfaceAreaConstraint(lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0, name=None,
addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
Sum up the total surface area of the triangles included in the DVCon surface
Parameters
lower
[float] The lower bound for the area constraint.
upper
[float] The upper bound for the area constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial area is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial area. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would allow
for 15% change in area both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization, this is the
most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical area. lower and upper refer to the
physical areas.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
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compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addThicknessConstraints1D(ptList, nCon, axis, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0,
name=None, addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default',
DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a set of thickness constraints oriented along a poly-line.
See below for a schematic
Planform view of the wing: The '+' are the (three dimensional)
points that are supplied in ptList:
Physical extent of wing
\
__________________________\_________
|
+
|
|
-/
|
|
/
|
| +-------+-----+
|
|
4-points defining
|
|
poly-line
|
|
|
|__________________________________/
Parameters
ptList
[list or array of size (N x 3) where N >=2] The list of points forming a poly-line along
which the thickness constraints will be added.
nCon
[int] The number of thickness constraints to add
axis
[list or array of length 3] The direction along which the projections will occur. Typically
this will be y or z axis ([0,1,0] or [0,0,1])
lower
[float or array of size nCon] The lower bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint.
upper
[float or array of size nCon] The upper bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial length of each thickness constraint is defined to be 1.0. In this
case, the lower and upper bounds are given in multiple of the initial length. lower=0.85,
upper=1.15, would allow for 15% change in each direction from the original length. For
aerodynamic shape optimizations, this option is used most often.
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• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical lengths must be specified for the
lower and upper bounds.
scale
[float or array of size nCon] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this
parameter will not need to be changed. If the thickness constraints are scaled, this already
results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may
changed to a more suitable value of the resulting physical thickness have magnitudes vastly
different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects
and the constraint names need to be distinguished or you are using this set of thickness
constraints for something other than a direct constraint in pyOptSparse.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
surfaceName
[str] Name of the surface to project to. This should be the same as the surfaceName provided
when setSurface() was called. For backward compatibility, the name is ‘default’ by default.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
addThicknessConstraints2D(leList, teList, nSpan, nChord, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True,
scale=1.0, name=None, addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default',
DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a set of thickness constraints that span a logically a two-dimensional region. A little ASCII art can
help here
Planform view of the wing: The '+' are the (three dimensional)
points that are supplied in leList and teList. The 'o' is described below.
Physical extent of wing
\
__________________________\_________
|
|
+-----------+--o-----------+
|
|
/
\
|
| leList
teList
\
|
|
\
\
|
+------------------------------+
|
|
|
|__________________________________/
Things to consider:
• The region given by leList and teList must lie completely inside the wing
• The number of points in leList and teList do not need to be the same length.
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• The leading and trailing edges are approximated using 2-order splines (line segments) and nSpan points
are interpolated in a linear fashion. For integer nSpan, the thickness constraint may not correspond
EXACTLY to intermediate locations in leList and teList. In the example above, with len(leList)=3
and nSpan=3, the three thickness constraints on the leading edge of the 2D domain would be at the left
and right boundaries, and at the point denoted by ‘o’ which is equidistant between the root and tip. To
match intermediate locations exactly, pass a list for nSpan.
• If a curved leading or trailing edge domain is desired, simply pass in lists for leList and teList with a
sufficient number of points that can be approximated with straight line segments.
• The two-dimensional data is projected onto the surface along the normals of the ruled surface formed
by leList and teList
• Normally, leList and teList are in given such that the the two curves entirely lie in a plane. This ensure
that the projection vectors are always exactly normal to this plane.
• If the surface formed by leList and teList is NOT precisely normal, issues can arise near the end of an
opensurface (ie root of a single wing) which can result in failing intersections.
Parameters
leList
[list or array] A list or array of points (size should be (Nx3) where N is at least 2) defining
the ‘leading edge’ or the start of the domain.
teList
[list or array] Same as leList but for the trailing edge.
nSpan
[int or list of int] The number of thickness constraints to be (linear) interpolated along the
leading and trailing edges. A list of length N-1 can be used to specify the number for each
segment defined by leList and teList and precisely match intermediate locations.
nChord
[int] The number of thickness constraints to be (linearly) interpolated between the leading
and trailing edges.
lower
[float or array of size (nSpan x nChord)] The lower bound for the constraint. A single
float will apply the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different
bounds for each constraint.
upper
[float or array of size (nSpan x nChord)] The upper bound for the constraint. A single
float will apply the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different
bounds for each constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial length of each thickness constraint is defined to be 1.0. In this
case, the lower and upper bounds are given in multiple of the initial length. lower=0.85,
upper=1.15, would allow for 15% change in each direction from the original length. For
aerodynamic shape optimizations, this option is used most often.
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical lengths must be specified for the
lower and upper bounds.
scale
[float or array of size (nSpan x nChord)] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint.
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Typically this parameter will not need to be changed. If the thickness constraints are
scaled, this already results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0.
If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the resulting physical thickness
have magnitudes vastly different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon
objects and the constraint names need to be distinguished or the values are to be used in a
subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
surfaceName
[str] Name of the surface to project to. This should be the same as the surfaceName provided
when setSurface() was called. For backward compatibility, the name is ‘default’ by default.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Take unique square in x-z plane and and 10 along z-direction (spanWise)
# and the along x-direction (chordWise)
leList = [[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]]
teList = [[1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]]
DVCon.addThicknessConstraints2D(leList, teList, 10, 3,
lower=1.0, scaled=True)

addThicknessToChordConstraints1D(ptList, nCon, axis, chordDir, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scale=1.0,
name=None, addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default',
DVGeoName='default', compNames=None)
Add a set of thickness-to-chord ratio constraints oriented along a poly-line.
See below for a schematic
Planform view of the wing: The '+' are the (three dimensional)
points that are supplied in ptList:
Physical extent of wing
\
__________________________\_________
|
+
|
|
-/
|
|
/
|
| +-------+-----+
|
|
4-points defining
|
|
poly-line
|
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

|
|
|__________________________________/
Parameters
ptList
[list or array of size (N x 3) where N >=2] The list of points forming a poly-line along
which the thickness constraints will be added.
nCon
[int] The number of thickness to chord ratio constraints to add
axis
[list or array of length 3] The direction along which the projections will occur. Typically
this will be y or z axis ([0,1,0] or [0,0,1])
chordDir
[list or array or length 3] The direction defining “chord”. This will typically be the xasis
([1,0,0]). The magnitude of the vector doesn’t matter.
lower
[float or array of size nCon] The lower bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint. This constraint can only be used in “scaled” mode. That means, the actual t/c
is NEVER computed. This constraint can only be used to constrain the relative change in
t/c. A lower bound of 1.0, therefore mean the t/c cannot decrease. This is the typical use
of this constraint.
upper
[float or array of size nCon] The upper bound for the constraint. A single float will apply
the same bounds to all constraints, while the array option will use different bounds for each
constraint.
scale
[float or array of size nCon] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this
parameter will not need to be changed. If the thickness constraints are scaled, this already
results in well-scaled constraint values, and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may
changed to a more suitable value of the resulting physical thickness have magnitudes vastly
different than O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set. Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects
and the constraint names need to be distinguished or you are using this set of thickness
constraints for something other than a direct constraint in pyOptSparse.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True. If the values need to be processed
(modified) BEFORE they are given to the optimizer, set this flag to False.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
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addTriangulatedSurfaceConstraint(surface_1_name=None, DVGeo_1_name='default',
surface_2_name='default', DVGeo_2_name='default', rho=50.0,
heuristic_dist=None, perim_scale=0.1, max_perim=3.0,
name=None, scale=1.0, addToPyOpt=True)
Add a single triangulated surface constraint to an aerosurface. This constraint is designed to keep a general
‘blob’ of watertight geometry contained within an aerodynamic hull (e.g., a wing)
Parameters
surface_1_name
[str] The name of the first triangulated surface to constrain. This should be the surface with
the larger number of triangles. By default, it’s the ADflow triangulated surface mesh.
DVGeo_1_name
[str] The name of the DVGeo object to associate surface_1 to. If None, surface_1 will
remain static during optimization. By default, it’s the ‘default’ DVGeo object
surface_2_name
[str] The name of the second triangulated surface to constrain. This should be the surface
with the smaller number of triangles.
DVGeo_2_name
[str] The name of the DVGeo object to associate surface_2 to. If None, surface_2 will
remain static during optimization. By default, it’s the ‘default’ DVGeo object
rho
[float] The rho factor of the KS function of min distance.
heuristic_dist
[float] The triangulated surface constraint uses a procedure to skip pairs of facets that are
farther apart than a heuristic distance in order to save computation time. By default, this
is set to the maximum linear dimension of the second object’s bounding box. You can set
this to a large number to compute an “exact” KS.
perim_scale
[float] Apply a scaling factor to the intersection perimeter length.
max_perim
[float] Maximum allowable intersection length before fail flag is returned
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be distinguished OR you are using this computation for something other than a direct constraint
in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. It may changed to a more suitable
value of the resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if this is to be used as a constraint. If this to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly, addToPyOpt
should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation. with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
addTriangulatedVolumeConstraint(lower=1.0, upper=99999.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0, name=None,
surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default', addToPyOpt=True)
Add a single triangulated volume constraint to a surface. Computes and constrains the volume of a closed,
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triangulated surface. The surface normals must ALL be outward-oriented! This is typical for most stl files
but should be verified in a program like Meshmixer.
Parameters
lower
[float] The lower bound for the volume constraint.
upper
[float] The upper bound for the volume constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
or not.
• scaled=True: The initial volume is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial volume. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would allow
for 15% change in volume both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization, this is
the most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical volume. lower and upper refer to
the physical volumes.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
surfaceName
[str] Name the triangulated surface attached to DVConstraints which should be used for the
constraint. ‘default’ uses the main aerodynamic surface mesh
DVGeoName
[str] Name the DVGeo object affecting the geometry of the surface. ‘default’ uses the main
DVGeo object of the DVConstraints instance
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
addVariablesPyOpt(optProb)
Add all constraint variables to the optProb object.
Parameters
optProb
[pyOpt_optimization object] Optimization description to which the constraints are added
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Examples
>>> DVCon.addVariablesPyOpt(optProb)
addVolumeConstraint(leList, teList, nSpan, nChord, lower=1.0, upper=3.0, scaled=True, scale=1.0,
name=None, addToPyOpt=True, surfaceName='default', DVGeoName='default',
compNames=None)
Add a single volume constraint to the wing. The volume constraint is defined over a logically twodimensional region as shown below
Planform view of the wing: The '+' are the (three dimensional)
points that are supplied in leList and teList.
Physical extent of wing
\
__________________________\_________
|
|
+--------------------------+
|
|
/
(Volume in here) \
|
| leList
teList
\
|
|
\
\
|
+------------------------------+
|
|
|
|__________________________________/
The region defined by the ‘—-’ boundary in the figure above will be meshed with nSpan x nChord points to
form a 2D domain and then projected up and down onto the surface to form 3D hexahedral volumes. The
accuracy of the volume computation depends on how well these linear hexahedral volumes approximate
the (assumed) continuous underlying surface.
See addThicknessConstraints2D for additional information.
Parameters
leList
[list or array] A list or array of points (size should be (Nx3) where N is at least 2) defining
the ‘leading edge’ or the start of the domain.
teList
[list or array] Same as leList but for the trailing edge.
nSpan
[int or list of int] The number of projected points to be (linear) interpolated along the
leading and trailing edges. A list of length N-1 can be used to specify the number for each
segment defined by leList and teList and precisely match intermediate locations.
nChord
[int] The number of projected points to be (linearly) interpolated between the leading and
trailing edges.
lower
[float] The lower bound for the volume constraint.
upper
[float] The upper bound for the volume constraint.
scaled
[bool] Flag specifying whether or not the constraint is to be implemented in a scaled fashion
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or not.
• scaled=True: The initial volume is defined to be 1.0. In this case, the lower and upper
bounds are given in multiple of the initial volume. lower=0.85, upper=1.15, would allow
for 15% change in volume both upper and lower. For aerodynamic optimization, this is
the most widely used option .
• scaled=False: No scaling is applied and the physical volume. lower and upper refer to
the physical volumes.
scale
[float] This is the optimization scaling of the constraint. Typically this parameter will not
need to be changed. If scaled=True, this automatically results in a well-scaled constraint
and scale can be left at 1.0. If scaled=False, it may changed to a more suitable value of the
resulting physical volume magnitude is vastly different from O(1).
name
[str] Normally this does not need to be set; a default name will be generated automatically.
Only use this if you have multiple DVCon objects and the constraint names need to be
distinguished OR you are using this volume computation for something other than a direct
constraint in pyOpt, i.e. it is required for a subsequent computation.
addToPyOpt
[bool] Normally this should be left at the default of True if the volume is to be used as a
constraint. If the volume is to used in a subsequent calculation and not a constraint directly,
addToPyOpt should be False, and name specified to a logical name for this computation.
with addToPyOpt=False, the lower, upper and scale variables are meaningless
surfaceName
[str] Name of the surface to project to. This should be the same as the surfaceName provided
when setSurface() was called. For backward compatibility, the name is ‘default’ by default.
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to compute the constraint with. You only need to set this if
you’re using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name
is ‘default’ by default
compNames
[list] If using DVGeometryMulti, the components to which the point set associated with
this constraint should be added. If None, the point set is added to all components.
evalFunctions(funcs, includeLinear=False, config=None)
Evaluate all the ‘functions’ that this object has. Of course, these functions are usually just the desired
constraint values. These values will be set directly into the funcs dictionary.
Parameters
funcs
[dict] Dictionary into which the function values are placed.
includeLeTe
[bool] Flag to include Leading/Trailing edge constraints. Normally this can be false since
pyOptSparse does not need linear constraints to be returned.
evalFunctionsSens(funcsSens, includeLinear=False, config=None)
Evaluate the derivative of all the ‘functions’ that this object has. These functions are just the constraint
values. These values will be set directly in the funcSens dictionary.
Parameters
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funcSens
[dict] Dictionary into which the sensitivities are added.
includeLeTe
[bool] Flag to include Leading/Trailing edge constraints. Normally this can be false since
pyOptSparse does not need linear constraints to be returned.
setDVGeo(DVGeo, name='default')
Set the DVGeometry object that will manipulate this object. Note that DVConstraints doesn’t strictly need
a DVGeometry object set, but if optimization is desired it is required.
Parameters
dvGeo
[A DVGeometry object.] Object responsible for manipulating the constraints that this object is responsible for.
Examples
>>> dvCon.setDVGeo(DVGeo)
setDesignVars(dvDict)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to the
design variable names. Any additional keys in the dfvdictionary are simply ignored.
setSurface(surf, name='default', addToDVGeo=False, DVGeoName='default', surfFormat='point-vector')
Set the surface DVConstraints will use to perform projections.
Parameters
surf
[pyGeo object or list or str] The triangulated surface representation to use for projections.
There are a few possible ways of defining a surface. 1) A pyGeo surface object. surfFormat
must be “point-vector”. 2) List of [p0, v1, v2] with surfFormat “point-vector”. 3) List of
[p0, p1, p2] with surfFormat “point-point”. 4) Path to a PLOT3D surface file. surfFormat
must be “point-vector”.
Option 2 is the most common, where the list is computed by an AeroSolver like ADflow.
addToDVGeo
[bool] Flag to embed the surface point set in a DVGeo object. If True, DVGeoName must
be set appropriately.
name
[str] Name associated with the surface. Must be unique. For backward compatibility, the
name is ‘default’ by default
DVGeoName
[str] Name of the DVGeo object to set the surface to. You only need to set this if you’re
using multiple DVGeo objects for a problem. For backward compatibility, the name is
‘default’ by default
surfFormat
[str] The surface format. Either “point-vector” or “point-point”. See surf for details.
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Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

CFDsolver = ADFLOW(comm=comm, options=aeroOptions)
surf = CFDsolver.getTriangulatedMeshSurface()
DVCon.setSurface(surf)
# Or using a pyGeo surface object:
surf = pyGeo('iges',fileName='wing.igs')
DVCon.setSurface(surf)

writeSurfaceSTL(fileName, surfaceName='default', fromDVGeo=None)
Write the triangulated surface mesh to a .STL file for manipulation and visualization.
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name for stl file. Should have a .stl extension.
surfaceName
[str] Which DVConstraints surface to write to file (default is ‘default’)
fromDVGeo
[str or None] Name of the DVGeo object to obtain the surface from (default is ‘None’)
writeSurfaceTecplot(fileName, surfaceName='default')
Write the triangulated surface mesh used in the constraint object to a tecplot file for visualization.
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name for tecplot file. Should have a .dat extension.
surfaceName
[str] Which DVConstraints surface to write to file (default is ‘default’)
writeTecplot(fileName)
This function writes a visualization file for constraints. All currently added constraints are written to a
tecplot. This is useful for publication purposes as well as determine if the constraints are actually what the
user expects them to be.
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name for tecplot file. Should have a .dat extension or a .dat extension will be
added automatically.

4.2 DVGeometry
class pygeo.parameterization.DVGeo.DVGeometry(fileName, *args, isComplex=False, child=False,
faceFreeze=None, name=None, kmax=4, **kwargs)
A class for manipulating geometry.
The purpose of the DVGeometry class is to provide a mapping from user-supplied design variables to an arbitrary
set of discrete, three-dimensional coordinates. These three-dimensional coordinates can in general represent
anything, but will typically be the surface of an aerodynamic mesh, the nodes of a FE mesh or the nodes of
another geometric construct.
In a very general sense, DVGeometry performs two primary functions:
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1. Given a new set of design variables, update the three-dimensional coordinates: 𝑋𝐷𝑉 → 𝑋𝑝𝑡 where 𝑋𝑝𝑡
are the coordinates and 𝑋𝐷𝑉 are the user variables.
2. Determine the derivative of the coordinates with respect to the design variables. That is the derivative
𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

DVGeometry uses the Free-Form Deformation approach for geometry manipulation. The basic idea is the coordinates are embedded in a clear-flexible jelly-like block. Then by stretching moving and ‘poking’ the volume,
the coordinates that are embedded inside move along with overall deformation of the volume.
Parameters
fileName
[str] filename of FFD file. This must be a ascii formatted plot3D file in fortran ordering.
isComplex
[bool] Make the entire object complex. This should only be used when debugging the entire
tool-chain with the complex step method.
child
[bool] Flag to indicate that this object is a child of parent DVGeo object
faceFreeze
[dict] A dictionary of lists of strings specifying which faces should be ‘frozen’. Each dictionary represents one block in the FFD. For example if faceFreeze =[‘0’:[‘iLow’],’1’:[]], then
the plane of control points corresponding to i=0, and i=1, in block ‘0’ will not be able to
move in DVGeometry.
name
[str] This is prepended to every DV name for ensuring design variables names
are unique to pyOptSparse.
Only useful when using multiple DVGeos with
addTriangulatedSurfaceConstraint()
kmax
[int] Maximum order of the splines used for the underlying formulation. Default is a 4th
order spline in each direction if the dimensions allow.
Examples
The general sequence of operations for using DVGeometry is as follows::
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
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from pygeo import *
DVGeo = DVGeometry('FFD_file.fmt')
# Embed a set of coordinates Xpt into the object
DVGeo.addPointSet(Xpt, 'myPoints')
# Associate a 'reference axis' for large-scale manipulation
DVGeo.addRefAxis('wing_axis', axis_curve)
# Define a global design variable function:
def twist(val, geo):
geo.rot_z['wing_axis'].coef[:] = val[:]
# Now add this as a global variable:
DVGeo.addGlobalDV('wing_twist', 0.0, twist, lower=-10, upper=10)
# Now add local (shape) variables
DVGeo.addLocalDV('shape', lower=-0.5, upper=0.5, axis='y')
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addChild(childDVGeo)
Embed a child FFD into this object.
An FFD child is a ‘sub’ FFD that is fully contained within another, parent FFD. A child FFD is also an
instance of DVGeometry which may have its own global and/or local design variables. Coordinates do not
need to be added to the children. The parent object will take care of that in a call to addPointSet().
See https://github.com/mdolab/pygeo/issues/7 for a description of an issue with Child FFDs that you should
be aware of if you are combining shape changes of a parent FFD with rotation or shape changes of a child
FFD.
Parameters
childDVGeo
[instance of DVGeometry] DVGeo object to use as a sub-FFD
addCompositeDV(dvName, ptSetName=None, u=None, scale=None)
Add composite DVs. Note that this is essentially a preprocessing call which only works in serial at the
moment.
Parameters
dvName
[str] The name of the composite DVs
ptSetName
[str, optional] If the matrices need to be computed, then a point set must be specified, by
default None
u

[ndarray, optional] The u matrix used for the composite DV, by default None

scale
[float or ndarray, optional] The scaling applied to this DV, by default None
addGlobalDV(dvName, value, func, lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0, config=None)
Add a global design variable to the DVGeometry object. This type of design variable acts on one or more
reference axis.
Parameters
dvName
[str] A unique name to be given to this design variable group
value
[float, or iterable list of floats] The starting value(s) for the design variable. This parameter
may be a single variable or a numpy array (or list) if the function requires more than one
variable. The number of variables is determined by the rank (and if rank ==1, the length)
of this parameter.
lower
[float, or iterable list of floats] The lower bound(s) for the variable(s). A single variable is
permissable even if an array is given for value. However, if an array is given for lower, it
must be the same length as value
func
[python function] The python function handle that will be used to apply the design variable
upper
[float, or iterable list of floats] The upper bound(s) for the variable(s). Same restrictions as
lower
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scale
[float, or iterable list of floats] The scaling of the variables. A good approximate scale to
start with is approximately 1.0/(upper-lower). This gives variables that are of order ~1.0.
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a string
for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value of None
implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
addLocalDV(dvName, lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0, axis='y', volList=None, pointSelect=None,
config=None)
Add one or more local design variables ot the DVGeometry object. Local variables are used for small shape
modifications.
Parameters
dvName
[str] A unique name to be given to this design variable group
lower
[float] The lower bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
upper
[float] The upper bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
scale
[float] The scaling of the variables. A good approximate scale to start with is approximately
1.0/(upper-lower). This gives variables that are of order ~1.0.
axis
[str. Default is y] The coordinate directions to move. Permissible values are x, y and z.
If more than one direction is required, use multiple calls to addLocalDV() with different
axis values.
volList
[list] Use the control points on the volume indices given in volList. You should use pointSelect = None, otherwise this will not work.
pointSelect
[pointSelect object. Default is None Use a] pointSelect object to select a subset of the total
number of control points. See the documentation for the pointSelect class in geo_utils.
Using pointSelect discards everything in volList.
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a string
for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value of None
implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
N
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[int] The number of design variables added.
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Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Add all variables in FFD as local shape variables
# moving in the y direction, within +/- 1.0 units
DVGeo.addLocalDV('shape_vars', lower=-1.0, upper= 1.0, axis='y')
# As above, but moving in the x and y directions.
nVar = DVGeo.addLocalDV('shape_vars_x', lower=-1.0, upper= 1.0, axis='x')
nVar = DVGeo.addLocalDV('shape_vars_y', lower=-1.0, upper= 1.0, axis='y')
# Create a point select to use: (box from (0,0,0) to (10,0,10) with
# any point projecting into the point along 'y' axis will be selected.
PS = geo_utils.PointSelect(type = 'y', pt1=[0,0,0], pt2=[10, 0, 10])
nVar = DVGeo.addLocalDV('shape_vars', lower=-1.0, upper=1.0, pointSelect=PS)

addLocalSectionDV(dvName, secIndex, lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0, axis=1, pointSelect=None,
volList=None, orient0=None, orient2='svd', config=None)
Add one or more section local design variables to the DVGeometry object. Section local variables are used
as an alternative to local variables when it is desirable to deform a cross-section shape within a plane that
is consistent with the original cross-section orientation. This is helpful in at least two common scenarios:
1. The original geometry has cross-sections that are not aligned with
the global coordinate axes. For instance, with a winglet, we want the shape variables to deform
normal to the winglet surface instead of in the x, y, or z directions.
2. The global design variables cause changes in the geometry that
rotate the orientation of the original cross-section planes. In this case, we want the shape variables
to deform in directions aligned with the rotated cross-section plane, which may not be the x, y, or
z directions.
** Warnings **
• Rotations in an upper level (parent) FFD will not propagate down
to the lower level FFDs due to limitations of the current implementation.
• Section local design variables should not be specified at the same
time as local design variables. This will most likely not result in the desired behavior.
Parameters
dvName
[str] A unique name to be given to this design variable group
lower
[float] The lower bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
upper
[float] The upper bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
scale
[float] The scaling of the variables. A good approximate scale to start with is approximately
1.0/(upper-lower). This gives variables that are of order ~1.0.
axis
[int]
The coordinate directions to move. Permissible values are
0: longitudinal direction (in section plane) 1: latitudinal direction (in section plane) 2:
transverse direction (out of section plane)
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If more than one direction is required, use multiple calls to addLocalSectionDV with different axis values.
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pointSelect
[pointSelect object. Default is None] Use a pointSelect object to select a subset of the total
number of control points. See the documentation for the pointSelect class in geo_utils.
Using pointSelect discards everything in volList. You can create a PointSelect object by
using, for instance: >>> PS = geo_utils.PointSelect(type = y, pt1=[0,0,0], pt2=[10, 0, 10])
Check the other PointSelect options in geo_utils.py
volList
[list] Use the control points on the volume indices given in volList. If None, all volumes
will be included. PointSelect has priority over volList. So if you use PointSelect, the values
defined in volList will have no effect.
secIndex
[char or list of chars] For each volume, we need to specify along which index we would
like to subdivide the volume into sections. Entries in list can be i, j, or k. This index will
be designated as the transverse (2) direction in terms of the direction of perturbation for
the ‘axis’ parameter.
orient0
[None, i, j, k, or numpy vector. Default is None.] Although secIndex defines the 2 axis, the
0 and 1 axes are still free to rotate within the section plane. We will choose the orientation
of the 0 axis and let 1 be orthogonal. We have three options:
1. <None> (default) If nothing is prescribed, the 0 direction will
be the best fit line through the section points. In the case of an airfoil, this would
roughly align with the chord.
2. <i,`j` or k> In this case, the 0 axis will be aligned
with the mean vector between the FFD edges corresponding to this index. In the ascii
art above, if j were given for this option, we would average the vectors between the
points on the top and bottom surfaces and project this vector on to the section plane
as the 0 axis. If a list is given, each index will be applied to its corresponding volume
in volList.
3. <[x, y, z]> If a numpy vector is given, the 0 axis
will be aligned with a projection of this vector onto the section plane. If a numpy array
of len(volList) x 3 is given, each vector will apply to its corresponding volume.
orient2
[svd or ffd. Default is svd] How to compute the orientation 2 axis. SVD is the default
behaviour and is taken from the svd of the plane points. ffd Uses the vector along the FFD
direction of secIndex. This is required to get consistent normals if you have a circular-type
FFD when the SVD will swap the normals.
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config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a string
for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value of None
implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
N

[int] The number of design variables added.

Examples
>>> # Add all control points in FFD as local shape variables
>>> # moving in the 1 direction, within +/- 1.0 units
>>> DVGeo.addLocalSectionDV('shape_vars', secIndex='k', lower=-1, upper=1,␣
˓→axis=1)
addPointSet(points, ptName, origConfig=True, coord_xfer=None, **kwargs)
Add a set of coordinates to DVGeometry
The is the main way that geometry, in the form of a coordinate list is given to DVGeometry to be manipulated.
Parameters
points
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed. These coordinates should all project into
the interior of the FFD volume.
ptName
[str] A user supplied name to associate with the set of coordinates. This name will
need to be provided when updating the coordinates or when getting the derivatives of
the coordinates.
origConfig
[bool] Flag determine if the coordinates are projected into the undeformed or deformed
configuration. This should almost always be True except in circumstances when the
user knows exactly what they are doing.
coord_xfer
[function] A callback function that performs a coordinate transformation between the
DVGeo reference frame and any other reference frame. The DVGeo object uses this
routine to apply the coordinate transformation in “forward” and “reverse” directions
to go between the two reference frames. Derivatives are also adjusted since they are
vectors coming into DVGeo (in the reverse AD mode) and need to be rotated. We have
a callback function here that lets the user to do whatever they want with the coordinate
transformation. The function must have the first positional argument as the array that
is (npt, 3) and the two keyword arguments that must be available are “mode” (“fwd” or
“bwd”) and “apply_displacement” (True or False). This function can then be passed
to DVGeo through something like ADflow, where the set DVGeo call can be modified
as: CFDSolver.setDVGeo(DVGeo, pointSetKwargs={“coord_xfer”: coord_xfer})
An example function is as follows:
def coord_xfer(coords, mode="fwd", apply_displacement=True,␣
˓→**kwargs):
# given the (npt by 3) array "coords" apply the coordinate␣
(continues on next page)
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transformation.
# The "fwd" mode implies we go from DVGeo reference frame␣
˓→to the
# application, e.g. CFD, the "bwd" mode is the opposite;
# goes from the CFD reference frame back to the DVGeo␣
˓→reference frame.
# the apply_displacement flag needs to be correctly␣
˓→implemented
# by the user; the derivatives are also passed through this␣
˓→routine
# and they only need to be rotated when going between␣
˓→reference frames,
# and they should NOT be displaced.

˓→

# In summary, all the displacements MUST be within the if␣
apply_displacement == True
# checks, otherwise the derivatives will be wrong.

˓→

# Example transfer: The CFD mesh
# is rotated about the x-axis by 90 degrees with the right␣
˓→hand rule
# and moved 5 units below (in z) the DVGeo reference.
# Note that the order of these operations is important.
# a different rotation matrix can be created during the␣
creation of
# this function. This is a simple rotation about x-axis.
# Multiple rotation matrices can be used; the user is␣
˓→completely free
# with whatever transformations they want to apply here.
rot_mat = np.array([
[1, 0, 0],
[0, 0, -1],
[0, 1, 0],
])
˓→

if mode == "fwd":
# apply the rotation first
coords_new = np.dot(coords, rot_mat)
# then the translation
if apply_displacement:
coords_new[:, 2] -= 5
elif mode == "bwd":
# apply the operations in reverse
coords_new = coords.copy()
if apply_displacement:
coords_new[:, 2] += 5
# and the rotation. note the rotation matrix is␣
transposed
# for switching the direction of rotation

˓→

(continues on next page)
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coords_new = np.dot(coords_new, rot_mat.T)
return coords_new
addRefAxis(name, curve=None, xFraction=None, yFraction=None, zFraction=None, volumes=None,
rotType=5, axis='x', alignIndex=None, rotAxisVar=None, rot0ang=None, rot0axis=[1, 0, 0],
includeVols=[], ignoreInd=[], raySize=1.5)
This function is used to add a ‘reference’ axis to the DVGeometry object. Adding a reference axis is
only required when ‘global’ design variables are to be used, i.e. variables like span, sweep, chord etc —
variables that affect many FFD control points.
There are two different ways that a reference can be specified:
1. The first is explicitly a pySpline curve object using the keyword argument curve=<curve>.
2. The second is to specify the xFraction variable. There are a few caveats with the use of this method.
First, DVGeometry will try to determine automatically the orientation of the FFD volume. Then, a
reference axis will consist of the same number of control points as the number of span-wise sections
in the FFD volume and will be oriented in the streamwise (x-direction) according to the xPercent
keyword argument.
Parameters
name
[str] Name of the reference axis. This name is used in the user-supplied design variable
functions to determine what axis operations occur on.
curve
[pySpline curve object] Supply exactly the desired reference axis
xFraction
[float] Specify the parametric stream-wise (axis: 0) location of the reference axis node
relative to front and rear control points location. Constant for every spanwise section.
yFraction
[float] Specify the parametric location of the reference axis node along axis: 1 relative
to top and bottom control points location. Constant for every spanwise section. NOTE:
if this is the spanwise axis of the FFD box, the refAxis node will remain in-plane and
the option will not have any effect.
zFraction
[float] Specify the parametric location of the reference axis node along axis: 2 relative
to top and bottom control points location. Constant for every spanwise section. NOTE:
if this is the spanwise axis of the FFD box, the refAxis node will remain in-plane and
the option will not have any effect.
volumes
[list or array or integers] List of the volume indices, in 0-based ordering that this reference axis should manipulate. If xFraction is specified, the volumes argument must
contain at most 1 volume. If the volumes is not given, then all volumes are taken.
rotType
[int] Integer in range 0->6 (inclusive) to determine the order that the rotations are
made.
0. Intrinsic rotation, rot_theta is rotation about axis
1. x-y-z
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2. x-z-y
3. y-z-x
4. y-x-z
5. z-x-y Default (x-streamwise y-up z-out wing)
6. z-y-x
7. z-x-y + rot_theta
8. z-x-y + rotation about section axis (to allow for winglet rotation)
axis: str
Axis along which to project points/control points onto the ref axis. Default is x which
will project rays.
alignIndex: str
FFD axis along which the reference axis will lie. Can be i, j, or k. Only necessary
when using xFraction.
rotAxisVar: str
If rotType == 8, then you must specify the name of the section local variable which
should be used to compute the orientation of the theta rotation.
rot0ang: float
If rotType == 0, defines the offset angle of the (child) FFD with respect to the main
system of reference. This is necessary to use the scaling functions scale_x, scale_y,
and scale_z with rotType == 0. The axis of rotation is defined by rot0axis.
rot0axis: list
If rotType == 0, defines the rotation axis for the rotation offset of the FFD grid given
by rot0ang. The variable has to be a list of 3 floats defining the [x,y,z] components of
the axis direction. This is necessary to use the scaling functions scale_x, scale_y, and
scale_z with rotType == 0.
includeVols
[list] List of additional volumes to add to reference axis after the automatic generation
of the ref axis based on the volumes list using xFraction.
ignoreInd
[list] List of indices that should be ignored from the volumes that were added to this
reference axis. This can be handy if you have a single volume but you want to link
different sets of indices to different reference axes.
raySize
[float] Used in projection to find attachment point on reference axis. See full description in pyNetwork.projectRays function doc string. In most cases the default value is
sufficient. In the case of highly swept wings its sometimes necessary to increase this
value.
Returns
nAxis
[int] The number of control points on the reference axis.
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Notes
One of curve or xFraction must be specified.
Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Simple wing with single volume FFD, reference axis at 1/4 chord:
DVGeo.addRefAxis('wing', xFraction=0.25)
# Multiblock FFD, wing is volume 6.
DVGeo.addRefAxis('wing', xFraction=0.25, volumes=[6])
# Multiblock FFD, multiple volumes attached refAxis
DVGeo.addRefAxis('wing', myCurve, volumes=[2,3,4])

addSpanwiseLocalDV(dvName, spanIndex, axis='y', lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0,
pointSelect=None, volList=None, config=None)
Add one or more spanwise local design variables to the DVGeometry object. Spanwise local variables
are alternative form of local shape variables used to apply equal DV changes in a chosen direction. Some
scenarios were this could be useful are:
1. 2D airfoil shape optimization. Because adflow works with 3D meshes, 2D problems are represented
my a mesh a single cell wide. Therefor, to change the 2D representation of the airfoil both sides of the
mesh must be moved equally. This can be done with the addition of linear constraints on a set of local
shape variables, however this approach requires more DVs than necessary (which complicates DV
sweeps) and the constaints are only enforced to a tolerance. Using spanwise local design variables
insures the airfoil is always correctly represented in the 3D mesh using the correct amount of design
variables.
2. 3D wing optimization with constant airfoil shape. If the initial wing geometry has a constant airfoil
shape and constant chord, then spanwise local dvs can be used to change the airfoil shape of the wing
while still keeping it constant along the span of the wing.
Parameters
dvName
[str] A unique name to be given to this design variable group
spanIndex
[str, (‘i’, ‘j’, ‘k’)] the axis of the FFD along which the DVs are constant all shape
variables
axis

[str. Default is y] The coordinate directions to move. Permissible values are x, y and z.
If more than one direction is required, use multiple calls to addLocalDV with different
axis values.

lower
[float] The lower bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
upper
[float] The upper bound for the variable(s). This will be applied to all shape variables
scale
[float] The scaling of the variables. A good approximate scale to start with is approximately 1.0/(upper-lower). This gives variables that are of order ~1.0.
pointSelect
[pointSelect object. Default is None Use a] pointSelect object to select a subset of
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the total number of control points. See the documentation for the pointSelect class in
geo_utils. Using pointSelect discards everything in volList.
volList
[list] Use the control points on the volume indices given in volList. You should use
pointSelect = None, otherwise this will not work.
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a
string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value
of None implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
N

[int] The number of design variables added.

Examples
>>> # Add all spanwise local variables
>>> # moving in the y direction, within +/- 0.5 units
>>> DVGeo.addSpanwiseLocalDV("shape", 'k', lower=-0.5, upper=0.5, axis="z",␣
˓→scale=1.0)
addVariablesPyOpt(optProb, globalVars=True, localVars=True, sectionlocalVars=True,
spanwiselocalVars=True, ignoreVars=None, freezeVars=None)
Add the current set of variables to the optProb object.
Parameters
optProb
[pyOpt_optimization class] Optimization problem definition to which variables are
added
globalVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether global variables are to be added
localVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether local variables are to be added
sectionlocalVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether section local variables are to be added
spanwiselocalVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether spanwiselocal variables are to be added
ignoreVars
[list of strings] List of design variables the user DOESN’T want to use as optimization
variables.
freezeVars
[list of string] List of design variables the user WANTS to add as optimization variables, but to have the lower and upper bounds set at the current variable. This effectively eliminates the variable, but it the variable is still part of the optimization.
applyToChild(iChild)
This function is used to apply the changes in the parent FFD to the child FFD points and child reference
axis points.
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checkDerivatives(ptSetName)
Run a brute force FD check on ALL design variables
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] name of the point set to check
computeDVJacobian(config=None)
return J_temp for a given config
computeTotalJacobian(ptSetName, config=None)
Return the total point jacobian in CSR format since we need this for TACS
computeTotalJacobianCS(ptSetName, config=None)
Return the total point jacobian in CSR format since we need this for TACS
computeTotalJacobianFD(ptSetName, config=None)
This function takes the total derivative of an objective, I, with respect the points controlled on this processor
using FD. We take the transpose prodducts and mpi_allreduce them to get the resulting value on each
processor. Note that this function is slow and should eventually be replaced by an analytic version.
convertDictToSensitivity(dIdxDict)
This function performs the reverse operation of convertSensitivityToDict(); it transforms the dictionary
back into an array. This function is important for the matrix-free interface.
Parameters
dIdxDict
[dictionary] Dictionary of information keyed by this object’s design variables
Returns
dIdx
[array] Flattened array of length getNDV().
convertSensitivityToDict(dIdx, out1D=False, useCompositeNames=False)
This function takes the result of totalSensitivity and converts it to a dict for use in pyOptSparse
Parameters
dIdx
[array] Flattened array of length getNDV(). Generally it comes from a call to totalSensitivity()
out1D
[boolean] If true, creates a 1D array in the dictionary instead of 2D. This function is
used in the matrix-vector product calculation.
useCompositeNames
[boolean] Whether the sensitivity dIdx is with respect to the composite DVs or the
original DVGeo DVs. If False, the returned dictionary will have keys corresponding
to the original set of geometric DVs. If True, the returned dictionary will have replace
those with a single key corresponding to the composite DV name.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dictionary] Dictionary of the same information keyed by this object’s design variables
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demoDesignVars(directory, includeLocal=True, includeGlobal=True, pointSet=None, CFDSolver=None,
callBack=None, freq=2)
This function can be used to “test” the design variable parametrization for a given optimization problem.
It should be called in the script after DVGeo has been set up. The function will loop through all the design
variables and write out a deformed FFD volume for the upper and lower bound of every design variable.
It can also write out deformed point sets and surface meshes.
Parameters
directory
[str] The directory where the files should be written.
includeLocal
[boolean] False if you don’t want to include the shape variables.
includeGlobal
[boolean] False if you don’t want to include global variables.
pointSet
[str] Name of the point set to write out. If None, no point set output is generated.
CFDSolver
[str] An ADflow instance that will be used to write out deformed surface meshes. In
addition to having a DVGeo object, CFDSolver must have an AeroProblem set, for
example with CFDSolver.setAeroProblem(ap). If CFDSolver is None, no surface
mesh output is generated.
callBack
[function] This allows the user to perform an additional task at each new design variable iteration. The callback function must take two inputs:
1. the output directory name (str) and
2. the iteration count (int).
freq
[int] Number of snapshots to take between the upper and lower bounds of a given
variable. If greater than 2, will do a sinusoidal sweep.
extractCoef(axisID)
Extract the coefficients for the selected reference axis. This should be used only inside design variable
functions
extractS(axisID)
Extract the parametric positions of the control points. This is usually used in conjunction with extractCoef()
getFlattenedChildren()
Return a flattened list of all DVGeo objects in the family hierarchy.
getLocalIndex(iVol, comp=None)
Return the local index mapping that points to the global coefficient list for a given volume
getNDV()
Return the total number of design variables this object has.
Returns
nDV
[int] Total number of design variables
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getSymmetricCoefList(volList=None, pointSelect=None, tol=1e-08, getSymmPlane=False)
Determine the pairs of coefs that need to be constrained for symmetry.
Parameters
volList
[list] Use the control points on the volume indices given in volList
pointSelect
[pointSelect object. Default is None Use a] pointSelect object to select a subset of
the total number of control points. See the documentation for the pointSelect class in
geo_utils.
tol

[float] Tolerance for ignoring nodes around the symmetry plane. These should be
merged by the network/connectivity anyway

getSymmPlane
[bool] If this flag is set to True, we also return the points on the symmetry plane for
all volumes. e.g. a reduced point on the symmetry plane with the same indices on
both volumes will show up as the same value in both arrays. This is useful when
determining the indices to ignore when adding pointsets. The default behavior will
not include the points exactly on the symmetry plane. this is more useful for adding
them as linear constraints
Returns
indSetA
[list of ints] One half of the coefs to be constrained
indSetB
[list of ints] Other half of the coefs to be constrained
getValues()
Generic routine to return the current set of design variables. Values are returned in a dictionary format
that would be suitable for a subsequent call to setDesignVars()
Returns
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables
getVarNames(pyOptSparse=False)
Return a list of the design variable names. This is typically used when specifying a wrt= argument for
pyOptSparse.
Parameters
pyOptSparse
[bool] Flag to specify whether the DVs returned should be those in the optProb or
those internal to DVGeo. Only relevant if using composite DVs.
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Examples
optProb.addCon(. . . ..wrt=DVGeo.getVarNames())
mapSensToComp(inVec)
Maps the sensitivity matrix to the composite design space
Parameters
inVec
[ndarray] The sensitivities to be mapped
Returns
ndarray
The mapped sensitivity matrix
mapVecToComp(inVec)
This is the vector version of mapXDictToComp(), where the actual mapping is done
Parameters
inVec
[ndarray] The DVs in a single 1D array
Returns
ndarray
The mapped DVs in a single 1D array
mapVecToDVGeo(inVec)
This is the vector version of mapXDictToDVGeo(), where the actual mapping is done
Parameters
inVec
[ndarray] The DVs in a single 1D array
Returns
ndarray
The mapped DVs in a single 1D array
mapXDictToComp(inDict)
The inverse of mapXDictToDVGeo(), where we map the DVs to the composite space
Parameters
inDict
[dict] The DVs to be mapped
Returns
dict

The mapped DVs

mapXDictToDVGeo(inDict)
Map a dictionary of DVs to the ‘DVGeo’ design, while keeping non-DVGeo DVs in place without modifying them
Parameters
inDict
[dict] The dictionary of DVs to be mapped
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Returns
dict

The mapped DVs in the same dictionary format

printDesignVariables()
Print a formatted list of design variables to the screen
restoreCoef(coef, axisID)
Restore the coefficients for the selected reference axis. This should be used inside design variable functions
sectionFrame(sectionIndex, sectionTransform, sectionLink, ivol=0, orient0=None, orient2='svd')
This function computes a unique reference coordinate frame for each section of an FFD volume. You can
choose which axis of the FFD you would like these sections to be defined by. For example, if we have a
wing with a winglet, the airfoil sections which make up the wing will not all lie in parallel planes. We
want to find a reference frame for each of these airfoil sections so that we can constrain local control points
to deform within the sectional plane. Let’s say the wing FFD is oriented with indices:
i
along chord
j
normal to wing surface
k
along span
If we choose sectionIndex=’k’, this function will compute a frame which has two axes aligned with the
k-planes of the FFD volume. This is useful because in some cases (as with a winglet), we want to perturb
sectional control points within the section plane instead of in the global coordinate directions.
Assumptions:
• the normal direction is computed along the block index with size 2
• all point for a given sectionIndex lie within a plane
Parameters
sectionIndex
[i, j, or k] This the index of the FFD which defines a section plane.
orient0
[None, i, j, k, or numpy vector. Default is None.] Although secIndex defines the ‘2’
axis, the ‘0’ and ‘1’ axes are still free to rotate within the section plane. We will choose
the orientation of the ‘0’ axis and let ‘1’ be orthogonal. See addLocalSectionDV for
a more detailed description.
ivol

[integer] Volume ID for the volume in which section normals will be computed.

alignStreamwise
[x, y, or z (optional)] If given, section frames are rotated about the k-plane normal so
that the longitudinal axis is parallel with the given streamwise direction.
rootGlobal
[list] List of sections along specified axis that will be fixed to the global coordinate
frame.
Returns
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sectionTransform
[list of 3x3 arrays] List of transformation matrices for the sections of a given volume.
Transformations are set up from local section frame to global frame.
setDesignVars(dvDict)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to
the design variable names. Any additional keys in the dictionary are simply ignored.
totalSensitivity(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉
𝑑𝑝𝑡

Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a
string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value
of None implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dic] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse
Notes
The child and nDVStore options are only used internally and should not be changed by the user.
totalSensitivityProd(vec, ptSetName, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

× vec

This is useful for forward AD mode.
Parameters
vec
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ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a
string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value
of None implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
xsdot
[array (Nx3) -> Array with derivative seeds of the surface nodes.]
totalSensitivityTransProd(vec, ptSetName, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

× vec

This is useful for reverse AD mode.
Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a
string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value
of None implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dic] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse
Notes
The child and nDVStore options are only used internally and should not be changed by the user.
update(ptSetName, childDelta=True, config=None)
This is the main routine for returning coordinates that have been updated by design variables.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of point-set to return.
addPointSet() call.

This must match ones of the given in an

childDelta
[bool] Return updates on child as a delta. The user should not need to ever change this
parameter.
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config
[str or list] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to Use a
string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default value
of None implies that the design variable applies to ALL configurations.
updateCalculations(new_pts, isComplex, config)
The core update routine. pulled out here to eliminate duplication between update and update_deriv.
updatePyGeo(geo, outputType, fileName, nRefU=0, nRefV=0)
Deform a pyGeo object and write to a file of specified type given the (deformed) current state of the FFD
object.
Parameters
geo

[pyGeo object] A pyGeo object containing an initialized object

outputType: str
Type of output file to be written. Can be iges or tecplot
fileName: str
Filename for the output file. Should have no extension, an extension will be added
nRefU: int or list of ints
Number of spline refinement points to add in the surface B-Spline u-direction. If
scalar, it is applied across each surface. If list, the length must match the number
of surfaces in the object and corresponding entries are matched with surfaces.
nRefV: int or list of ints
Number of spline refinement points to add in the surface B-Spline v-direction. If scalar,
it is applied across each surface. If list, the length must match the number of surfaces
in the object and corresponding entries are matched with surfaces
writeLinks(fileName)
Write the links attaching the control points to the reference axes
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename for tecplot file. Should have .dat extension
writePlot3d(fileName)
Write the (deformed) current state of the FFD object into a plot3D file. This file could then be used as
the base-line FFD for a subsequent optimization. This function is not typically used in a regular basis, but
may be useful in certain situaions, i.e. a sequence of optimizations
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename of the plot3D file to write. Should have a .fmt file extension.
writePointSet(name, fileName, solutionTime=None)
Write a given point set to a tecplot file
Parameters
name
[str] The name of the point set to write to a file
fileName
[str] Filename for tecplot file. Should have no extension, an extension will be added
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SolutionTime
[float] Solution time to write to the file. This could be a fictitious time to make visualization easier in tecplot.
writeRefAxes(fileName)
Write the (deformed) current state of the RefAxes to a tecplot file, including the children
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename for tecplot file. Should have a no extension,an extension will be added.
writeTecplot(fileName, solutionTime=None)
Write the (deformed) current state of the FFD’s to a tecplot file, including the children
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename for tecplot file. Should have a .dat extension
SolutionTime
[float] Solution time to write to the file. This could be a fictitious time to make visualization easier in tecplot.
zeroJacobians(ptSetNames)
set stored jacobians to None for ptSetNames
Parameters
ptSetNames
[list] list of ptSetNames to zero the jacobians.

4.3 DVGeometryMulti
class pygeo.parameterization.DVGeoMulti.DVGeometryMulti(comm=mpi4py.MPI.COMM_WORLD,
checkDVs=True, debug=False,
isComplex=False)
A class for manipulating multiple components using multiple FFDs and handling design changes near component
intersections.
Parameters
comm
[MPI.IntraComm, optional] The communicator associated with this geometry object.
checkDVs
[bool, optional] Flag to check whether there are duplicate DV names in or across components.
debug
[bool, optional] Flag to generate output useful for debugging the intersection setup.
isComplex
[bool, optional] Flag to use complex variables for complex step verification.
addComponent(comp, DVGeo, triMesh=None, scale=1.0, bbox=None, pointSetKwargs=None)
Method to add components to the DVGeometryMulti object.
Parameters
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comp
[str] The name of the component.
DVGeo
[DVGeometry] The DVGeometry object defining the component FFD.
triMesh
[str, optional] Path to the triangulated mesh file for this component.
scale
[float, optional] A multiplicative scaling factor applied to the triangulated mesh coordinates. Useful for when the scales of the triangulated and CFD meshes do not match.
bbox
[dict, optional] Specify a bounding box that is different from the bounds of the FFD.
The keys can include xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax. If any of these are not
provided, the FFD bound is used.
pointSetKwargs
[dict, optional] Keyword arguments to be passed to the component addPointSet call
for the triangulated mesh.
addIntersection(compA, compB, dStarA=0.2, dStarB=0.2, featureCurves=None, distTol=1e-14,
project=False, marchDir=1, includeCurves=False, intDir=None, curveEpsDict=None,
trackSurfaces=None, excludeSurfaces=None, remeshBwd=True)
Method that defines intersections between components.
Parameters
compA
[str] The name of the first component.
compB
[str] The name of the second component.
dStarA
[float, optional] Distance from the intersection over which the inverse-distance deformation is applied on compA.
dStarB
[float, optional] Distance from the intersection over which the inverse-distance deformation is applied on compB.
featureCurves
[list or dict, optional] Points on feature curves will remain on the same curve after
deformations and projections. Feature curves can be specified as a list of curve names.
In this case, the march direction for all curves is marchDir. Alternatively, a dictionary
can be provided. In this case, the keys are the curve names and the values are the march
directions for each curve. See marchDir for the definition of march direction.
distTol
[float, optional] Distance tolerance to merge nearby nodes in the intersection curve.
project
[bool, optional] Flag to specify whether to project points to curves and surfaces after
the deformation step.
marchDir
[int, optional] The side of the intersection where the feature curves are remeshed. The
sign determines the direction and the value (1, 2, 3) specifies the axis (x, y, z). If
remeshBwd is True, the other side is also remeshed. In this case, the march direction
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only serves to define the ‘free end’ of the feature curve. If None, the entire curve is
remeshed. This argument is only used if a list is provided for featureCurves.
includeCurves
[bool, optional] Flag to specify whether to include features curves in the inversedistance deformation.
intDir
[int, optional] If there are multiple intersection curves, this specifies which curve to
choose. The sign determines the direction and the value (1, 2, 3) specifies the axis (x,
y, z). For example, -1 specifies the intersection curve as the one that is further in the
negative x-direction.
curveEpsDict
[dict, optional] Required if using feature curves. The keys of the dictionary are the
curve names and the values are distances. All points within the specified distance
from the curve are considered to be on the curve.
trackSurfaces
[dict, optional] Points on tracked surfaces will remain on the same surfaces after deformations and projections. The keys of the dictionary are the surface names and the
values are distances. All points within the specified distance from the surface are considered to be on the surface.
excludeSurfaces
[dict, optional] Points on excluded surfaces are removed from the intersection computations. The keys of the dictionary are the surface names and the values are distances.
All points within the specified distance from the surface are considered to be on the
surface.
remeshBwd
[bool, optional] Flag to specify whether to remesh feature curves on the side opposite
that which is specified by the march direction.
addPointSet(points, ptName, compNames=None, comm=None, applyIC=False, **kwargs)
Add a set of coordinates to DVGeometryMulti. The is the main way that geometry, in the form of a
coordinate list, is manipulated.
Parameters
points
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed. These coordinates should all be inside
at least one FFD volume.
ptName
[str] A user supplied name to associate with the set of coordinates. This name will
need to be provided when updating the coordinates or when getting the derivatives of
the coordinates.
compNames
[list, optional] A list of component names that this point set should be added to. To
ease bookkeepping, an empty point set with ptName will be added to components not
in this list. If a list is not provided, this point set is added to all components.
comm
[MPI.IntraComm, optional] Comm that is associated with the added point set. Does
not work now, just added to be consistent with the API of other DVGeo types.
applyIC
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[bool, optional] Flag to specify whether this point set will follow the updated intersection curve(s). This is typically only needed for the CFD surface mesh.
addVariablesPyOpt(optProb, globalVars=True, localVars=True, sectionlocalVars=True, ignoreVars=None,
freezeVars=None, comps=None)
Add the current set of variables to the optProb object.
Parameters
optProb
[pyOpt_optimization class] Optimization problem definition to which variables are
added
globalVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether global variables are to be added
localVars
[bool] Flag specifying whether local variables are to be added
ignoreVars
[list of strings] List of design variables the user DOESN’T want to use as optimization
variables.
freezeVars
[list of string] List of design variables the user WANTS to add as optimization variables, but to have the lower and upper bounds set at the current variable. This effectively eliminates the variable, but it the variable is still part of the optimization.
comps
[list] List of components we want to add the DVs of. If no list is provided, we will add
DVs from all components.
getDVGeoDict()
Return a dictionary of component DVGeo objects.
getLocalIndex(iVol, comp)
Return the local index mapping that points to the global coefficient list for a given volume.
Parameters
iVol

[int] Index specifying the FFD volume.

comp
[str] Name of the component.
getNDV()
Return the number of DVs.
getValues()
Generic routine to return the current set of design variables. Values are returned in a dictionary format
that would be suitable for a subsequent call to setDesignVars().
Returns
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables.
getVarNames(pyOptSparse=False)
Return a list of the design variable names. This is typically used when specifying a wrt= argument for
pyOptSparse.
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Examples
optProb.addCon(. . . ..wrt=DVGeo.getVarNames())
pointSetUpToDate(ptSetName)
This is used externally to query if the object needs to update its point set or not. When update() is called
with a point set, the self.updated value for pointSet is flagged as True. We reset all flags to False when
design variables are set because nothing (in general) will up to date anymore. Here we just return that flag.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] The name of the pointset to check.
setDesignVars(dvDict)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to
the design variable names. Any additional keys in the dictionary are simply ignored.
totalSensitivity(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specificly, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉
𝑑𝑝𝑡

Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm, optional] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative.
If comm is None, no reduction takes place.
config
[str or list, optional] Define what configurations this design variable will be applied to
Use a string for a single configuration or a list for multiple configurations. The default
value of None implies that the design variable appies to ALL configurations.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dict] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse.
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Notes
The child and nDVStore options are only used internally and should not be changed by the user.
update(ptSetName, config=None)
This is the main routine for returning coordinates that have been updated by design variables. Multiple
configs are not supported.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of point set to return.
addPointSet() call.

This must match one of those added in an

4.4 DVGeometryESP
class pygeo.parameterization.DVGeoESP.DVGeometryESP(fileName, comm=mpi4py.MPI.COMM_WORLD,
scale=1.0, bodies=[], projTol=0.01,
debug=False, maxproc=None,
suppress_stdout=False,
exclude_edge_projections=False, ulimits=None,
vlimits=None)
A class for manipulating Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP) geometry. The purpose of the DVGeometryESP class
is to provide translation of the ESP geometry engine to externally supplied surfaces. This allows the use of ESP
design parameters to control the MACH framework.
There are several important limitations:
1. Since ESP is surface based only, it cannot be used to parameterize a geometry that doesn’t lie on the surface.
Structural members need to be directly modeled in ESP as surfaces.
2. It cannot handle moving intersection. A geometry with static intersections is fine as long as the intersection
doesn’t move.
3. It does not support complex numbers for the complex-step method.
4. It does not support separate configurations.
Parameters
fileName
[str] filename of .csm file containing the parameterized CAD
comm
[MPI Intra Comm] Comm on which to build operate the object. This is used to perform
embarrassingly parallel finite differencing. Defaults to MPI.COMM_WORLD.
scale
[float] A global scale factor from the ESP geometry to incoming (CFD) mesh geometry.
For example, if the ESP model is in inches, and the CFD in meters, scale=0.0254.
bodies
[list of strings] A list of the names of the ESP bodies to consider. They need to be on the
top of the ESP body stack (i.e., visible in the ESP user interface when all the branches are
built)
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projTol
[float] The maximum allowable error between point sets and the projected points. If exceeded, returns an error during addPointSet(). Default 0.01.
maxproc
[int] Maximum number of processors to use in the finite difference. Default no limit.
suppress_stdout
[bool] Suppress console output from ESP. Default False.
exclude_edge_projections
[bool] Disallow projections to edges in the ESP topology (only allow surfaces). This can
sometimes fix weird mesh deformation issues near the mesh boundaries. Default False.
Examples
The general sequence of operations for using DVGeometry is as follows:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

from pygeo import *
DVGeo = DVGeometryESP("wing.csm", MPI_COMM_WORLD)
# Add a set of coordinates Xpt into the object
DVGeo.addPointSet(Xpt, 'myPoints')

addPointSet(points, ptName, distributed=True, cache_projections=False, **kwargs)
Add a set of coordinates to DVGeometryESP. The is the main way that geometry, in the form of a coordinate
list, is given to DVGeometry to be manipulated.
Parameters
points
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed. These coordinates should all project into
the interior of the ESP model volume.
ptName
[str] A user supplied name to associate with the set of coordinates. This name will
need to be provided when updating the coordinates or when getting the derivatives of
the coordinates.
distributed
[bool] Whether the pointset is distributed (different each proc) or non-distributed (duplicated and identical each proc). Should be set to false for duplicated pointsets to
avoid very poor parallel scaling in the derivatives routine.
cache_projections
[None or str] The user can optionally cache the point set projections to save initialization time. If a filename is provided, the cached u, v, t coordinates will be saved
in numpy compressed format (‘.npz’ extension should be used). The points will be
validated to ensure that the projections remain within tolerance of the model and if
not, the projections will be recreated.
addVariable(desmptr_name, name=None, value=None, lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0, rows=None,
cols=None, dh=0.001)
Add an ESP design parameter to the DVGeo problem definition. The name of the parameter must match a
despmtr in the CSM file of the CAD model.
Array-valued desmptrs can be handled in one of four ways:
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• rows=None, cols=None (default): treats the entire array as a flat vector
• rows=[1, 2, 3], cols=None: pick specific rows (all cols included)
• rows=[1, 2, 3], cols=[2, 4]: pick specific rows and columns
• rows=[1], cols=[2]: pick a specific value
Note: THE INDICES ARE 1-indexed (per the OpenCSM standard)!! Not 0-indexed.
The design variable vector passed to pyOptSparse will be in row-major order. In other words, the vector
will look like: [a(1, 1), a(1, 2), a(1, 3), a(2, 1), a(2, 2), a(2, 3), a(3, 1), . . . .]
The value, upper, and lower bounds must all be of length len(rows)*len(cols).
Parameters
desmptr_name
[str] Name of the ESP design parameter.
name
[str or None] Human-readable name for this design variable (default same
as``despmtr``).
value
[float or None] The design variable. If this value is not supplied (None), then the
current value in the ESP model will be queried and used.
lower
[float or None] Lower bound for the design variable. Use None for no lower bound.
upper
[float or None] Upper bound for the design variable. Use None for no upper bound.
scale
[float] Scale factor sent to pyOptSparse and used in optimization.
rows
[list or None] Design variable row index(indices) to use. Default None uses all rows.
cols
dh

[list or None] Design variable col index(indices) to use. Default None uses all cols.
[float] Finite difference step size. Default 0.001.

getNDV()
Return the number of DVs.
Returns
len(self.globalDVList)
[int] Number of design variables.
printDesignVariables()
Print a formatted list of design variables to the screen
setDesignVars(dvDict, updateJacobian=True)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
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dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to the
design variable names. Any additional keys in the dfvdictionary are simply ignored.
totalSensitivity(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information. Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝐼 𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑝𝑡 𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ptSetName. This can be a single
array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have many to
do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with.
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dic] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse.
totalSensitivityProd(vec, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information. Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 ⃗′
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

Parameters
vec

[dictionary] Keys are the design variable names and values are the derivative seeds of
the corresponding design variable.

ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with.
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
Returns
xsdot
[array (Nx3)] Array with derivative seeds of the surface nodes.
update(ptSetName, config=None)
This is the main routine for returning coordinates that have been updated by design variables. Multiple
configs are not supported.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of pointset to return.
addPointSet() call.

This must match ones of the given in an

writeCADFile(filename)
Write out the ESP model to a CAD format supported by ESP
Parameters
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filename
[string] Name of CAD file including valid file extension.
writeCSMFile(fileName)
Writes the current state of design variables in the ESP model to a CSM file.
Parameters
fileName
[string] Name of CSM file to write ESP model to.

4.5 DVGeometryVSP
class pygeo.parameterization.DVGeoVSP.DVGeometryVSP(fileName, comm=mpi4py.MPI.COMM_WORLD,
scale=1.0, comps=[], projTol=0.01)
A class for manipulating OpenVSP geometry. The purpose of the DVGeometryVSP class is to provide translation
of the VSP geometry engine to externally supplied surfaces. This allows the use of VSP design variables to control
the MACH framework.
There are several important limitations:
1. Since VSP is volume-based, it cannot be used to parameterize a geometry that does not lie within a VSP
body.
2. It cannot handle moving intersections. A geometry with static intersections is fine as long as the intersection
doesn’t move
3. It does not support complex numbers for the complex-step method.
4. It does not support separate configurations.
5. Because OpenVSP does not provide sensitivities, this class uses parallel finite differencing to obtain the
required Jacobian matrices.
Parameters
fileName
[str] filename of .vsp3 file.
comm
[MPI Intra Comm] Comm on which to build operate the object. This is used to perform
embarrassingly parallel finite differencing. Defaults to MPI.COMM_WORLD.
scale
[float] A global scale factor from the VSP geometry to incoming (CFD) mesh geometry.
For example, if the VSP model is in inches, and the CFD in meters, scale=0.0254.
comps
[list of strings] A list of string defining the subset of the VSP components to use when
exporting the P3D surface files
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Examples
The general sequence of operations for using DVGeometry is as follows:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

from pygeo import *
DVGeo = DVGeometryVSP("wing.vsp3", MPI_COMM_WORLD)
# Add a set of coordinates Xpt into the object
DVGeo.addPointSet(Xpt, 'myPoints')

addPointSet(points, ptName, **kwargs)
Add a set of coordinates to DVGeometry
The is the main way that geometry, in the form of a coordinate list is given to DVGeometry to be manipulated.
Parameters
points
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed. These coordinates should all project into
the interior of the FFD volume.
ptName
[str] A user supplied name to associate with the set of coordinates. Thisname will need
to be provided when updating the coordinates or when getting the derivatives of the
coordinates.
Returns
dMax_global
[float] The maximum distance betwen the points added and the projection on the VSP
surfaces on any processor.
addVariable(component, group, parm, value=None, lower=None, upper=None, scale=1.0,
scaledStep=True, dh=1e-06)
Add a design variable definition.
Parameters
component
[str] Name of the VSP component
group
[str] Name of the VSP group
parm
[str] Name of the VSP parameter
value
[float or None] The design variable. If this value is not supplied (None), then the
current value in the VSP model will be queried and used
lower
[float or None] Lower bound for the design variable. Use None for no lower bound
upper
[float or None] Upper bound for the design variable. Use None for no upper bound
scale
[float] Scale factor
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scaledStep
[bool] Flag to use a scaled step sized based on the initial value of the variable. It will
remain constant thereafter.
dh

[float] Step size. When scaledStep is True, the actual step is dh*value. Otherwise this
actual step is used.

createDesignFile(fileName)
Take the current set of design variables and create a .des file
Parameters
fileName
[str] name of the output .des file
getNDV()
Return the number of DVs
Returns
len(self.DVs)
[int] number of design variables
printDesignVariables()
Print a formatted list of design variables to the screen
setDesignVars(dvDict)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to the
design variable names. Any additional keys in the dv-dictionary are simply ignored.
totalSensitivity(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉
𝑑𝑝𝑡

Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dict] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse
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totalSensitivityProd(vec, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

𝑣𝑒𝑐

This is useful for forward AD mode.
Parameters
vec

[dictionary whose keys are the design variable names, and whose] values are the
derivative seeds of the corresponding design variable.

ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] inactive parameter, this has no effect on the final result because with
this method, the reduction is performed externally
Returns
xsdot
[array (Nx3) -> Array with derivative seeds of the surface nodes.]
totalSensitivityTransProd(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, config=None)
This function computes sensitivity information.
Specifically, it computes the following:

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉
𝑑𝑝𝑡

Parameters
dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (Npt, 3, N). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
comm
[MPI.IntraComm] The communicator to use to reduce the final derivative. If comm is
None, no reduction takes place.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dic] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse
update(ptSetName, config=None)
This is the main routine for returning coordinates that have been updated by design variables. Multiple
configs are not supported.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of point-set to return.
addPointSet() call.

This must match ones of the given in an

config
[str or list] Inactive parameter for DVGeometryVSP. See the same method in DVGeometry.py for its normal use.
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writePlot3D(fileName, exportSet=0)
Write the current design to Plot3D file
Parameters
fileName
[str] name of the output Plot3D file
exportSet
[int] optional argument to specify the export set in VSP
writeVSPFile(fileName, exportSet=0)
Take the current design and write a new VSP file
Parameters
fileName
[str] Name of the output VSP file
exportSet
[int] optional input parameter to select an export set in VSP

4.6 DVGeometryCST
class pygeo.parameterization.DVGeoCST.DVGeometryCST(datFile, numCST=8, idxChord=0, idxVertical=1,
comm=mpi4py.MPI.COMM_WORLD,
isComplex=False, debug=False, tolTE=60.0)
This class implements a 2D geometry parameterisation based on Brenda Kulfan’s CST (Class-Shape Transformation) method. This class can work with 3D coordinates but will only change the point coordinates in one
direction.
The CST equation is as follows:
𝑦(𝑥) = 𝐶(𝑥) * 𝑆(𝑥) + 𝑦te 𝑥
Where C is the class function:
𝐶(𝑥) = (𝑥𝑁 1 + (1 − 𝑥)𝑁 2 )
And S is the shape function, in this case a summation of Bernstein polynomials:
∑︀𝑛 (︀ )︀
𝑆(𝑥) = 𝑖 𝑤𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑥𝑖 (1 − 𝑥)𝑛−𝑖
Here x is the normalized chordwise coordinate, ranging from 0 to 1 from front to the rear of the shape.
Assumptions about the point sets being added:
• Dat file is ordered continuously around the airfoil and the beginning and end of the list is the trailing edge
(no jumping around, but CW vs. CCW does not matter)
• Geometry is exclusively an extruded shape (no spanwise changes allowed)
• Airfoil’s leading edge is on the left (min x) and trailing edge is on the right (max x)
• Airfoil is not rotated (trailing edge and leading edge are close to y equals zero)
Parameters
datFile
[str] Filename of dat file that represents the initial airfoil. The coordinates in this file will
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be used to determine the camber line, which is the dividing line to distinguish upper and
lower surface points.
numCST
[int or list of two ints] Number of CST parameters to use for the initial fit and the DVs (if
DVs with type "upper" or "lower" are added). If numCST is an int, the value will be
used for both upper and lower. If it is a two-item list, the first value defines the number of
upper CST coefficients and the second is the number of lower coefficients, by default 8.
idxChord
[int, optional] Index of the column in the point set to use as the chordwise (x in CST)
coordinates, by default 0
idxVertical
[int, optional] Index of the column in the point set to use as the vertical (y in CST) airfoil
coordinates, by default 1
comm
[MPI communicator, optional] Communicator for DVGeometryCST instance, by default
MPI.COMM_WORLD
isComplex
[bool, optional] Initialize variables to complex types where necessary, by default False
debug
[bool, optional] Show plots when addPointSet is called to visually verify that it is correctly
splitting the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil points, by default False
tolTE
[float, optional] Tolerance used to detect trailing edge corners on the airfoil. The value
represents the angle difference in degrees between adjacent edges of the airfoil, by default
60 deg.
addDV(dvName, dvType, lowerBound=None, upperBound=None, scale=1.0, default=None)
Add design variables to the DVGeometryCST object. For upper and lower CST coefficient DVs, the number
of design variables is defined using the numCST parameter in DVGeoCST’s init function.
Parameters
dvName
[str] A unique name to be given to this design variable group
dvType
[str] Define the type of CST design variable being added. Either the upper/lower surface class shape parameter DV can be defined (e.g., "N1_upper"), or the DV for both
the upper and lower surfaces’ class shape parameter can be defined (e.g., "N1"), but
not both. The options (not case sensitive) are
• "upper": upper surface CST coefficients (specify dvNum to define how many)
• "lower": lower surface CST coefficients (specify dvNum to define how many)
• "N1": first class shape parameter for both upper and lower surfaces (adds a single
DV)
• "N2": second class shape parameter for both upper and lower surfaces (adds a single
DV)
• "N1_upper": first class shape parameters for upper surface (adds a single DV)
• "N1_lower": first class shape parameters for lower surface (adds a single DV)
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• "N2_upper": second class shape parameters for upper surface (adds a single DV)
• "N2_lower": second class shape parameters for lower surface (adds a single DV)
• "chord": chord length in whatever units the point set length is defined and scaled
to keep the leading edge at the same position (adds a single DV)
lowerBound
[float or ndarray, optional] The lower bound for the variable(s). This will be applied
to all shape variables
upperBound
[float or ndarray, optional] The upper bound for the variable(s). This will be applied
to all shape variables
scale
[float, optional] The scaling of the variables. A good approximate scale to start with
is approximately 1.0/(upper-lower). This gives variables that are of order ~1.0.
default
[ndarray, optional] Default value for design variable (must be same length as number
of DVs added).
Returns
N

[int] The number of design variables added.

addPointSet(points, ptName, boundTol=1e-10, **kwargs)
Add a set of coordinates to DVGeometry. The is the main way that geometry in the form of a coordinate
list is given to DVGeometry to be manipulated.
Note: Even if isComplex=True, the imaginary portion of coordinates passed in here is ignored when
determining if a given point is on the upper or lower surface.
Parameters
points
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed.
ptName
[str] A user supplied name to associate with the set of coordinates. This name will
need to be provided when updating the coordinates or when getting the derivatives of
the coordinates.
boundTol
[float, optional] Small absolute deviation by which the airfoil coordinates can exceed
the initial minimum and maximum x coordinates, by default 1e-10.
kwargs
Any other parameters are ignored.
addVariablesPyOpt(optProb)
Add the current set of variables to the optProb object.
Parameters
optProb
[pyOpt_optimization class] Optimization problem definition to which variables are
added
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static computeCSTCoordinates(x, N1, N2, w, yte, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the vertical coordinates of a CST curve.
This function assumes x has been normalized to the range [0,1].
Parameters
x
N1
N2
w
yte

[ndarray (# pts,)] x coordinates at which to compute the CST curve height
[float] First class shape parameter
[float] Second class shape parameter
[ndarray (# coeff,)] CST coefficient array
[float] y coordinate of the trailing edge (used to define trailing edge thickness). Note
that the trailing edge will be twice this thick, assuming the same yte value is used for
both the upper and lower surfaces.

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# pts,)
y coordinates of the CST curve
static computeCSTdydN1(x, N1, N2, w, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the derivatives of the height of a CST curve with respect to N1
Given 𝑦 = 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑁 1, 𝑁 2) * 𝑆(𝑥)
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑁 1

= 𝑆(𝑥) *

𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑁 1

= 𝑆(𝑥) * 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑁 1, 𝑁 2) * ln 𝑥

This function assumes x has been normalised to the range [0,1].
Parameters
x
N1
N2
w

[ndarray (# pts,)] x coordinates at which to compute the CST curve height
[float] First class shape parameter
[float] Second class shape parameter
[ndarray (# coeff,)] CST coefficient array

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# pts,)
Derivative of the y coordinates with respect to the first class shape parameter
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static computeCSTdydN2(x, N1, N2, w, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the derivatives of the height of a CST curve with respect to N2
Given 𝑦 = 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑁 1, 𝑁 2) * 𝑆(𝑥)
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑁 2

= 𝑆(𝑥) *

𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑁 2

= 𝑆(𝑥) * 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑁 1, 𝑁 2) * ln(1 − 𝑥)

This function assumes x has been normalised to the range [0,1].
Parameters
x
N1
N2
w

[ndarray (# pts,)] x coordinates at which to compute the CST curve height
[float] First class shape parameter
[float] Second class shape parameter
[ndarray (# coeff,)] CST coefficient array

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# pts,)
Derivative of the y coordinates with respect to the second class shape parameter
static computeCSTdydw(x, N1, N2, w, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the derivatives of the height of a CST curve with respect to the shape function coefficients
Given 𝑦 = 𝐶(𝑥) * 𝑠𝑢𝑚[𝑤𝑖 * 𝑝𝑖 (𝑥)]
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑤𝑖

= 𝐶(𝑥) * 𝑝𝑖 (𝑥)

This function assumes x has been normalized to the range [0,1].
Only the shape of w is used, not the values.
Parameters
x
N1
N2
w

[ndarray (# pts,)] x coordinates at which to compute the CST curve height
[float] First class shape parameter
[float] Second class shape parameter
[ndarray (# coeff,)] CST coefficient array

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# coeff, # pts)
Derivatives of the y coordinates with respect to the CST coefficients
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static computeCSTfromCoords(xCoord, yCoord, nCST, N1=0.5, N2=1.0, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the CST coefficients that fit a set of airfoil coordinates (either for the upper or lower surface, not
both).
This function internally normalizes the x and y-coordinates.
Parameters
xCoord
[ndarray] Upper or lower surface airfoil x-coordinates (same length as yCoord vector).
yCoord
[ndarray] Upper or lower surface airfoil y-coordinates (same length as xCoord vector).
nCST
[int] Number of CST coefficients to fit.
N1
N2

[float, optional] First class shape parameter to assume in fitting, by default 0.5
[float, optional] Second class shape parameter to assume in fitting, by default 1.0

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
np.ndarray (nCST,)
CST coefficients fit to the airfoil surface.
static computeClassShape(x, N1, N2, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the class shape of a CST curve
Parameters
x
N1
N2

[ndarray (# pts,)] x coordinates at which to compute the CST curve height
[float] First class shape parameter
[float] Second class shape parameter

dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# pts,)
y coordinates of the class shape
static computeShapeFunctions(x, w, dtype=<class 'float'>)
Compute the Bernstein polynomial shape function of a CST curve
This function assumes x has been normalized to the range [0,1].
Parameters
x
w
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dtype
[type, optional] Type for instantiated arrays, by default float
Returns
ndarray (# coeff, # pts)
Bernstein polynomials for each CST coefficient
getNDV()
Return the total number of design variables this object has.
Returns
nDV
[int] Total number of design variables
getValues()
Generic routine to return the current set of design variables. Values are returned in a dictionary format
that would be suitable for a subsequent call to setValues()
Returns
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables
getVarNames(**kwargs)
Return a list of the design variable names. This is typically used when specifying a wrt= argument for
pyOptSparse.
Examples
optProb.addCon(. . . ..wrt=DVGeo.getVarNames())
static plotCST(upperCoeff, lowerCoeff, N1=0.5, N2=1.0, nPts=100, ax=None, **kwargs)
Simple utility to generate a plot from CST coefficients.
Parameters
upperCoeff
[ndarray] One dimensional array of CST coefficients for the upper surface.
lowerCoeff
[ndarray] One dimensional array of CST coefficients for the lower surface.
N1
N2

[float] First class shape parameter.
[float] Second class shape parameter.

nPts
[int, optional] Number of coordinates to compute on each surface.
ax

[matplotlib Axes, optional] Axes on which to plot airfoil.

**kwargs
Keyword arguments passed to matplotlib.pyplot.plot
Returns
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matplotlib Axes
Axes with airfoil plotted
printDesignVariables()
Print a formatted list of design variables to the screen
setDesignVars(dvDict)
Standard routine for setting design variables from a design variable dictionary.
Parameters
dvDict
[dict] Dictionary of design variables. The keys of the dictionary must correspond to
the design variable names. Any additional keys in the dictionary are simply ignored.
totalSensitivity(dIdpt, ptSetName, comm=None, **kwargs)
𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡 𝑇 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉
𝑑𝑝𝑡

This function computes sensitivity information. Specifically, it computes the following:
Parameters

dIdpt
[array of size (Npt, 3) or (N, Npt, 3)] This is the total derivative of the objective or
function of interest with respect to the coordinates in ‘ptSetName’. This can be a
single array of size (Npt, 3) or a group of N vectors of size (N, Npt, 3). If you have
many to do, it is faster to do many at once.
ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
kwargs
Any other parameters ignored, but this is maintained to allow the same interface as
other DVGeo implementations.
Returns
dIdxDict
[dict] The dictionary containing the derivatives, suitable for pyOptSparse
totalSensitivityProd(vec, ptSetName, **kwargs)
This function computes sensitivity information. Specifically, it computes the following:
is useful for forward AD mode.

𝑑𝑋𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑋𝐷𝑉

×vec. This

Parameters
vec

[dictionary whose keys are the design variable names, and whose] values are the
derivative seeds of the corresponding design variable.

ptSetName
[str] The name of set of points we are dealing with
kwargs
Any other parameters ignored, but this is maintained to allow the same interface as
other DVGeo implementations.
Returns
xsdot
[array (Nx3)] Array with derivative seeds of the surface nodes.
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update(ptSetName, **kwargs)
This is the main routine for returning coordinates that have been updated by design variables.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of point-set to return.
addPointSet() call.

This must match ones of the given in an

kwargs
Any other parameters ignored, but this is maintained to allow the same interface as
other DVGeo implementations.
Returns
points
[ndarray (N x 3)] Updated point set coordinates.

4.7 pyNetwork
class pygeo.pyNetwork.pyNetwork(curves)
A class for manipulating a collection of curve objects.
pyNetwork is the 1 dimensional analog of pyGeo (surfaces 2D) and pyBlock (volumes 3D). The idea is that a
‘network’ is a collection of 1D splines that are connected in some manner. This module provides facility for
dealing with such structures.
Parameters
curves
[list of pySpline.Curve objects] Individual curves to form the network.
getBounds(curves=None)
Determine the extents of the set of curves.
Parameters
curves
[list] Optional list of the indices of the curve objects to include.
Returns
xMin
[array of length 3] Lower corner of the bounding box
xMax
[array of length 3] Upper corner of the bounding box
projectPoints(points, *args, curves=None, **kwargs)
Project one or more points onto the nearest curve. This algorihm isn’t exactly efficient: We simply project
the nodes on each of the curves and take the lowest one.
Parameters
points
[array] A single point (array length 3) or a set of points (N,3) array
curves
[list] An optional list of curve indices to you. If not given, all curve objects are used.
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kwargs
[dict] Keyword arguments passed to curve.projectPoint() function
Returns
curveID
[int] The index of the curve with the closest distance
s

[float or array] The curve parameter on self.curves[curveID] that is cloested to the
point(s).

projectRays(points, axis, curves=None, raySize=1.5, **kwargs)
Given a set of points and a vector defining a direction, i.e. a ray, determine the minimum distance between
these rays and any of the curves this object has.
Parameters
points
[array] A single point (array length 3) or a set of points (N,3) array
axis

[array] A single direction vector (length 3) or a (N,3) array of direction vectors

curves
[list] An optional list of curve indices to you. If not given, all curve objects are used.
raySize
[float] The ray direction is based on the axis vector. The magnitude of the ray is estimated based on the minimum distance between the point and the set of curves. That
distance is then multiplied by “raySize” to get the final ray vector. Then we find the
intersection between the ray and the curves. If the ray is not long enough to actually
intersect with any of the curves, then the link will be drawn to the location on the curve
that is closest to the end of the ray, which will not be a projection along “axis” unless
the curve is perpendicular to the axis vector. The default of 1.5 works in most cases
but can cause unexpected behavior sometimes which can be fixed by increasing the
default.
kwargs
[dict] Keyword arguments passed to Curve.projectCurve() function
Returns
curveID
[int] The index of the curve with the closest distance
s

[float or array] The curve parameter on self.curves[curveID] that is cloested to the
point(s).

writeTecplot(fileName, orig=False, curves=True, coef=True, curveLabels=False, nodeLabels=False)
Write the pyNetwork Object to Tecplot .dat file
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name for tecplot file. Should have .dat extension
curves
[bool] Flag to write discrete approximation of the actual curve
coef
[bool] Flag to write b-spline coefficients
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curveLabels
[bool] Flag to write a separate label file with the curve indices
nodeLabels
[bool] Flag to write a separate node label file with the node indices

4.8 pyGeo
class pygeo.pyGeo.pyGeo(initType, *args, **kwargs)
pyGeo is a (fairly) complete geometry surfacing engine. It performs multiple functions including producing
surfaces from cross sections and globally fitting surfaces. The actual b-spline surfaces are of the pySpline Surface
type.
The initialization type, initType, specifies what type of initialization will be used. There are currently 3 initialization types: plot3d, iges, and liftingSurface
Parameters
initType
[str, {‘plot3d’, ‘iges’, ‘liftingSurface’}] A key word defining how this geo object will be
defined.
fileName
[str] Used for ‘plot3d’ and ‘iges’ only. Name of file to load.
xsections
[list of filenames] List of the cross section coordinate files. Length = N
scale
[list or array] List of the scaling factors (chord) for cross sections. Length = N
offset
[List or array] List of x-y offset to apply BEFORE scaling. Length = N
Xsec
[List or array] List of spatial coordinates as to the placement of cross sections. Size (N,
3)
x, y, z
[list or array] If Xsec is not given, x,y,z arrays each of length N can be given individually.
rot

[List or array] List of x-y-z rotations to apply to cross sections. Length = N

rotX, rotY, rotZ
[list or arrays] Individual lists of x,y, and z rotations. Each of length N
nCtl
[int] Number of control points to use for fitting. If it is None, local interpolation is performed which typically yields better results when a small number of sections. When trying
to match wing geometries, a larger number of sections are often required. In this case, the
number of control points also needs to be increased to prevent the file from becoming
overly large.
kSpan
[int] The spline order in span-wise direction. 2 for linear, 3 for quadratic and 4 for cubic
ku
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kv

[int] Spline order in v (for plot3d input files only)

nCtlu
[int] Number of control points in u (for plot3d input files only)
nCtlv
[int] Number of control points in v (for plot3d input files only)
doConnectivity(fileName=None, nodeTol=0.0001, edgeTol=0.0001)
This is the only public edge connectivity function. If fileName exists it loads the file OR it calculates the
connectivity and saves to that file.
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename for con file
nodeTol
[float] The tolerance for identical nodes
edgeTol
[float] The tolerance for midpoint of edges being identical
fitGlobal()
Perform a global B-spline surface fit to determine the coefficients of each patch. This is only used with an
plot3D init type
getBounds(surfs=None)
Determine the extents of the collection of surfaces
Parameters
surfs
[list or array] Indices of surfaces defining subset for which to get the bounding box
Returns
xMin
[array of length 3] Lower corner of the bounding box
xMax
[array of length 3] Upper corner of the bounding box
printConnectivity()
Print the Edge connectivity to the screen
projectCurve(curve, *args, surfs=None, **kwargs)
Project a pySpline curve onto the pyGeo object
Parameters
curve
[pySpline.Curve object] Curve to use for the intersection
surfs
[list or array] Indices of surface defining subset for which to get the bounding box
Returns
Try it and see!
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Notes
This algorithm is not efficient at all. We basically do the curve-surface projection algorithm for each
surface the loop back over them to see which is the best in terms of closest distance. This intent is that the
curve ACTUALLY intersects one of the surfaces.
projectPoints(points, *args, surfs=None, **kwargs)
Project on or more points onto the nearest surface.
Parameters
points
[list or array] Singe point (size 3) or list of points size (N,3) points to project onto the
surfaces
surfs
[list or array] Indices of surface defining subset for which to use for projection
Returns
u
v

[float or array] u parameter values of closest point
[float or array] v parameter values of closest point

PID
[int or int array] Patch index corresponding to the u,v parameter values
setSurfaceCoef()
Set the surface coef list from the pyspline surfaces
writeIGES(fileName)
Write the surface to IGES format
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name of iges file. Should have .igs extension.
writeTecplot(fileName, orig=False, surfs=True, coef=True, directions=False, surfLabels=False,
edgeLabels=False, nodeLabels=False)
Write the pyGeo Object to Tecplot dat file
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name for tecplot file. Should have .dat extension
surfs
[bool] Flag to write discrete approximation of the actual surface
coef: bool
Flag to write b-spline coefficients
directions
[bool] Flag to write surface direction visualization
surfLabels
[bool] Flag to write file with surface labels
edgeLabels
[bool] Flag to write file with edge labels
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nodeLabels
[bool] Falg to write file with node labels
writeTin(fileName)
Write the surfaces to ICEMCFD .tin format
Parameters
fileName
[str] File name of tin file. Should have .tin extension.

4.9 pyBlock
class pygeo.pyBlock.pyBlock(initType, fileName=None, FFD=False, symmPlane=None, kmax=4, **kwargs)
pyBlock represents a collection of pySpline Volume objects.
It performs several functions including fitting and point projections. The actual b-spline volumes are of the
pySpline Volume type.
Parameters
initType
[str] Initialization type. Only ‘plot3d’ is currently available.
fileName
[str] Filename of the plot3d file to be loaded. Should have a .fmt or .xyz extension. Also
must be in ASCII format.
FFD
[bool] Flag to indicate that this object is to be created as an FFD. When this is true, no fitting is performed; The coordinates in the plot 3d file explicitly become the control points
and uniform (and symmetric) knot vectors are assumed everywhere. This ensures a seamless FFD.
symmPlane
[{“x”, “y”, or “z”}] if a coordinate direciton is provided, the code will duplicate the FFD
in the mirroring direction.
kmax
[int] maximum order of the splines used for the underlying formulation. Default is a 4th
order spline in each direction if the dimensions allow.
attachPoints(coordinates, ptSetName, interiorOnly=False, embTol=1e-10, nIter=100, eps=1e-12)
Embed a set of coordinates into the volumes. This is the main high level function that is used by DVGeometry when pyBlock is used as an FFD.
Parameters
coordinates
[array, size (N,3)] The coordinates to embed in the object
ptSetName
[str] The name given to this set of coordinates.
interiorOnly
[bool] Project only points that lie fully inside the volume
embTol
[float] Tolerance on the distance between projected and closest point. Determines if a
point is embedded or not in the FFD volume if interiorOnly is True.
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eps

[float] Physical tolerance to which to converge Newton search

nIter
[int] Maximum number of Newton iterations to perform. The default of 100 should
be sufficient for points that actually lie inside the volume, except for pathological or
degenerate FFD volumes.
calcdPtdCoef(ptSetName)
Calculate the (fixed) derivative of a set of embedded points with respect to the b-spline coefficients. This
derivative consists of the b-spline basis functions
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] The name of the point set to use.
doConnectivity(fileName=None, nodeTol=0.0001, edgeTol=0.0001, greedyReorder=False)
This function is used if a separate fitting topology is required for non-FFD creations. The sequence of calls
is given in the examples section.
Parameters
fileName
[str] If the filename exists, read in the topology. Otherwise, write a an initial default
topology
nodeTol
[float] Tolerance for co-incidient nodes
edgeTol
[float] Tolerance for co-incidient mid points of edges
greedyReorder
[bool] Flag to reorder numbering in a greedy form.
fitGlobal(greedyReorder=False)
Determine the set of b-spline coefficients that best fits the set of volumes in the global sense. This is
required for non-FFD creation.
Parameters
greedyReorder
[bool] Flag to compute ordering of initial mesh in a greedy ordering sense.
getAttachedPoints(ptSetName)
Return all the volume points for an embedded volume with name ptSetName.
Parameters
ptSetName
[str] Name of a point set added with attachPoints()
Returns
coordinates
[numpy array (Nx3)] The coordinates of the embedded points. If a mask was used,
only the points corresponding to the indices in mask will be non-zero in the array.
getBounds()
Determine the extents of the set of volumes
Returns
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xMin
[array of length 3] Lower corner of the bounding box
xMax
[array of length 3] Upper corner of the bounding box
printConnectivity()
Print the connectivity information to the screen
projectPoints(x0, checkErrors, embTol, eps, nIter)
Project a set of points x0, into any one of the volumes. It returns the the volume ID, u, v, w, D of the point
in volID or closest to it.
This is still technically a inefficient brute force search, but it uses some heuristics to give a much more
efficient algorithm. Basically, we use the volume the last point was projected in as a ‘good guess’ as to
what volume the current point falls in. This works since subsequent points are usually close together. This
will not help for randomly distributed points.
Parameters
x0

[array of points (Nx3 array)] The list or array of points to use

checkErrors
[bool] Flag to print out the error is points have not been projected to the tolerance
defined by embTol.
See also:
attachPoints
description of the other parameters
writePlot3d(fileName)
Write the grid to a plot3d file. This isn’t efficient as it used ASCII format. Only useful for quick visualizations
Parameters
fileName
[plot3d file name.] Should end in .xyz
writePlot3dCoef(fileName)
Write the coefficients of the volumes to a plot3d file.
Parameters
fileName
[plot3d file name.] Should end in .fmt
writeTecplot(fileName, vols=True, coef=True, orig=False, volLabels=False, edgeLabels=False,
nodeLabels=False)
Write a tecplot visualization of the pyBlock object.
Parameters
fileName
[str] Filename of tecplot file. Should have a .dat extension
vols
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coef
[bool. Default is True] Flag to write spline control points
orig
[bool. Default is True] Flag to write original data (if it exists)
volLabels: bool. Default is True
Flag to write volume labels in a separate tecplot file; filename is derived from the
supplied fileName.
edgeLabels: bool. Default is False
Flag to write edge labels in a separate tecplot file; filename is derived from the supplied
fileName.
nodeLabels: bool. Default is False
Flag to write node labels in a separate tecplot file; filename is derived from the supplied
fileName.

4.10 geo_utils
4.10.1 File IO
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.getCoordinatesFromFile(fileName)
Get a list of coordinates from a file - useful for testing
Parameters
fileName
[str’] filename for file
Returns
coordinates
[list] list of coordinates
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.readAirfoilFile(fileName, bluntTe=False, bluntTaperRange=0.1,
bluntThickness=0.002)
Load the airfoil file
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.readNValues(handle, N, dtype, binary=False, sep=' ')
Read N values of dtype ‘float’ or ‘int’ from file handle
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.readPlot3DSurfFile(fileName)
Read a plot3d file and return the points and connectivity in an unstructured mesh format
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.writeAirfoilFile(fileName, name, x, y)
write an airfoil file
pygeo.geo_utils.file_io.writeValues(handle, values, dtype, binary=False)
Read N values of type ‘float’ or ‘int’ from file handle
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4.10.2 FFD Generation
pygeo.geo_utils.ffd_generation.createFittedWingFFD(surf, surfFormat, outFile, leList, teList, nSpan,
nChord, absMargins, relMargins, liftIndex)
Generates a wing FFD with chordwise points that follow the airfoil geometry.
Parameters
surf

[pyGeo object or list or str] The surface around which the FFD will be created. See the
documentation for pygeo.DVConstraints.setSurface() for details.

surfFormat
[str] The surface format.
setSurface() for details.

See the documentation for pygeo.DVConstraints.

outFile
[str] Name of output file written in PLOT3D format.
leList
[list or array] List or array of points (of size Nx3 where N is at least 2) defining the ‘leading
edge’.
teList
[list or array] Same as leList but for the trailing edge.
nSpan
[int or list of int] Number of spanwise sections in the FFD. Use a list of length N-1 to
specify the number for each segment defined by leList and teList and to precisely match
intermediate locations.
nChord
[int] Number of chordwise points in the FFD.
absMargins
[list of float] List with 3 items specifying the absolute margins in the [chordwise, spanwise,
thickness] directions. This is useful for areas where the relative margin is too small, such
as the trailing edge or wing tip. The total margin is the sum of the absolute and relative
margins.
relMargins
[list of float] List with 3 items specifying the relative margins in the [chordwise, spanwise,
thickness] directions. Relative margins are applied as a fraction of local chord, wing span,
and local thickness. The total margin is the sum of the absolute and relative margins.
liftIndex
[int] Index specifying which direction lift is in (same as the ADflow option). Either 2 for
the y-axis or 3 for the z-axis. This is used to determine the wing’s spanwise direction.
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Examples
>>> CFDSolver = ADFLOW(options=aeroOptions)
>>> surf = CFDSolver.getTriangulatedMeshSurface()
>>> surfFormat = "point-vector"
>>> outFile = "wing_ffd.xyz"
>>> nSpan = [4, 4]
>>> nChord = 8
>>> relMargins = [0.01, 0.001, 0.01]
>>> absMargins = [0.05, 0.001, 0.05]
>>> liftIndex = 3
>>> createFittedWingFFD(surf, surfFormat, outFile, leList, teList, nSpan, nChord,␣
˓→absMargins, relMargins, liftIndex)
pygeo.geo_utils.ffd_generation.write_wing_FFD_file(fileName, slices, N0, N1, N2, axes=None,
dist=None)
This function can be used to generate a simple FFD. The FFD can be made up of more than one volume, but the
volumes will be connected. It is meant for doing simple wing FFDs.
Parameters
fileName
[str] Name of output file. File is written in plot3d format.
slices
[numpy array of (Nvol+1, 2, 2, 3)] Array of slices. Each slice should contain four points
in 3D that will be the corners of the FFD on that slice. If the zeroth dimension size is
greater than 2, then multiple volumes will be created, connected by the intermediate slice.
N0

N1
N2
axes

dist

[integer or list] Number of points to distribute along the zeroth dimension (along the slice
direction).
[integer or list] Number of points to distribute along the first dimension.
[integer or list] Number of points to distribute along the second dimension.
[list of [‘i’, ‘j’, ‘k’] in arbitrary order] The user can interchange which index of the FFD
corresponds with each dimension of slices. By default ‘k’ -> 0, ‘j’ -> 1, ‘i’ -> 2.
[list] For each volume, the user can specify the distribution of points along each dimension.
Options include:
• linear
• cosine
• left (tighter spacing on the left side)
• right (tighter spacing on the other left side)
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Examples
This is an example of two volumes:
axes = ['k', 'j', 'i']
slices = np.array([
# Slice 1
[[[0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0]],
[[0, 0.2, 0], [1, 0.2, 0]]],
# Slice 2
[[[0, 0, 2], [1, 0, 2]],
[[0, 0.2, 2], [1, 0.2, 2]]],
# Slice 3
[[[0.5, 0, 6], [1, 0, 6]],
[[0.5, 0.2, 6], [1, 0.2, 6]]],
])
N0 = 5
N1 = 2
N2 = 8
dist = [
['left', 'linear', 'linear'],
['cosine', 'linear', 'right']
]

4.10.3 Point Reduce
pygeo.geo_utils.remove_duplicates.pointReduce(points, nodeTol=0.0001)
Given a list of N points in ndim space, with possible duplicates, return a list of the unique points AND a pointer
list for the original points to the reduced set
pygeo.geo_utils.remove_duplicates.pointReduceBruteForce(points, nodeTol=0.0001)
Given a list of N points in ndim space, with possible duplicates, return a list of the unique points AND a pointer
list for the original points to the reduced set
Warning: This is the brute force version of pointReduce().
pygeo.geo_utils.remove_duplicates.unique(s)
Return a list of the elements in s, but without duplicates.
For example, unique([1,2,3,1,2,3]) is some permutation of [1,2,3], unique("abcabc") some permutation of ["a", "b", "c"], and unique(([1, 2], [2, 3], [1, 2])) some permutation of [[2, 3],
[1, 2]].
For best speed, all sequence elements should be hashable. Then unique() will usually work in linear time.
If not possible, the sequence elements should enjoy a total ordering, and if list(s).sort() doesn’t raise
TypeError it’s assumed that they do enjoy a total ordering. Then unique() will usually work in 𝒪(𝑁 log2 (𝑁 ))
time.
If that’s not possible either, the sequence elements must support equality-testing. Then unique() will usually
work in quadratic time.
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pygeo.geo_utils.remove_duplicates.uniqueIndex(s, sHash=None)
This function is based on unique(). The idea is to take a list s, and reduce it as per unique.
However, it additionally calculates a linking index array that is the same size as the original s, and points to where
it ends up in the the reduced list
if sHash is not specified for sorting, s is used
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